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Otherwise Republicans Claim to Have Elected Every
didate on State Ticket, Most of the District
Judges and the Legislature.
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for Bursum and the Republican tick- delario 872, Labadie 1162, Rael 958. Jcnes returns
pal conference.
Per cent of 1910 crop remaining on
from Las Vegas this
Sold.
et by nearly 300 majority.
Commission Form at Sacramento.
pany
1229, evening, except that the Democrats
Other For Sheriff, Closson received
farms November 1st, is 4.2 or 132,063-00- 0
counties where the Progressive fac- Alfredo Delgado 1108. For treasurer, feel "satisfied."
Sacramento, Cal
Nov. 8 Sacra
bushels.
Acre yield 21.3 bushels.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
tion made a fight, will' do as well for Celso Lopez 1284, W. E. Griffin 1047.
into the ranks of Quality 85.3.
(Be Special Leased Wire to New Mexican mento stepped
Slow Tabulation of Results.
Frankfort Nov. 8 While the PresiNew York, Nov. 8. The United cities having the commission form ofj Flax Seed:
For clerk, Marcellno Garcia 1207 M.
Bursum from present indications.
Not a single county has reported the
production 21.692,000
v
dent of the United States and a large States circuit court handed down a de- government as a result of the muni- - bushels,
The Republicans are urged to keep Delgado 1125.
Acre yield 7.2 bushels. Qual- complete vote by four o'clock this
For
an eye on the Democrats, for behind
county school superintendent, afternoon.
The newiity, 83.5
Even here in Santa Fe assemblage, including many of those cision here today approving the plan eipal election yesterday.
this sudden burst of enthusiasm, there John C. Conway 1307, H. L. Pollard county, only thirteen out of twenty-thre- who wore the gray in the conflict be- of dissolution of the American Tobac- - charter was adopted by a majority
Tobacco
790 663,000
Production
Probate Judge, Canuto Alarid
The of 68 out of a total vote of more than pounds.
may be a well arranged plot in some 1002.
Acre yield 885.2 pounds.
have reported. These tween the North and the South, looked c0 Company with modifications.
precincts
N.
suuu.
1310;
1021.
In
court
of the Democratic
its
decision
on
Montoya
a heroic bronze statue of Abraham
ine charter will be presented: Quality 86.1.
Assessor, thirteen precincts give 797 votes for
says that
to
strongholds
make up the difference In majority for Telesforo Rivera 1324; David Gonzales the Blue Ballot and 964 votes against
was unveiled In the capital!8'011 should be made In carrying out to the special session of the Iegisla-- j Wheat: Weight per bushel 57-1003.
County Commissioners, George if. For Bursum they gave 1216 votes building.
McDonald.
the plan for keeping Intact the books iure next montn and undoubtedly will pounds.
be ratified
It will take effect next! Oats: Weight per bushel 33.1
The Republicans claim the election M. Kinsell 1313; James L. Seligman and 1001 for McDonald. Bursum car"Proof of a reunited country," said and rcords of the American Tobacco
and its Present constitu-ceptin- JUiy.
of their entire state ticket and of 1019; Jose Ortiz y Pino 1289; Rael ried Santa Fe city by 108. For Mal- Ccvernor Wilson of Kentucky in
pcunds
Mayor M. R. Be' rd, Democrat, was
their normal majority of the legisla- 1042; Jiron 1291; Romero 1034. Sur- aquias Martinez, twelve precincts gave
Barley: Weight per bushel, 46.0
the stature on behalf of the ents 80 tnat tby shall be available
Hill
a
H. Walker, 1J85 votes and for E. C. de Baca 956 state, "is made evident In ' the selec- - and suWect t0 legislation to the same
1299; John
by
pi rality of 374 over 'pounds.
ture. Tiieir candidates for members veyor,
1030.
. btewart,
He will
tion of Henry Watterson, a Confeder- - extnt 88 at Present, In suits for ac- - uen
socialist.
votes.
of supreme court have run ahead of
Apples: Production 62.4 per cent of
In precinct Number 18 one vote was
rve unui tne ni w ctiaiter takes ef. full crop,
For Secundino Romero, the twelve rste soldier, to formally present this counting and other existing litigation
the ticket.
cast by the Socialists for the entire
xect.
cast 1194 votes; for Lueero image of the great President to the
The New Mexican Is not surprised
Judge Coxe, in n opinion says:
Socialist ticket and In precinct No. 4 precincts
Socialists Lead in Utah.
FATALY INJURED HIS
"I approve the proposed plan not
926, giving Romero a lead
of 268, people of his native state. The greatby the slowness with which election two votes for
Salt Lake City Utah, Nov. 8 While
entire
ticket.
Socialist
I
In
WIFE WITH HATCHET.
maintained
ness
if
which
bebecause
It
and
think
same
the
is
the
but
the
returns are coming in. The counting
progoodness,
perfect
nobility
Two for Cutting.
elections in
over Bursum throughout the and the sweetness of Abraham Lin- cause it is the best plan obWnable." yesterday's mun'jipal
portion
of the ballots was a laborious task on
In
No. 4 two votes
many Utah citie and towns were John Edward Copper, a Lathing Con- were Territory assures his election by more coln are recognized as
account of the many candidates voted cast precinct
Judge LaCombe says in his opinion
earnestly by
for Bronson
on urei local issues, the re--;
M. Cutting
for than 2,000 majority.
W. G. Sargent those
tractor ot San Francisco. Then
wore the gray as by those that the twenty-nin- e
de- luusul
individual
for and the many scratched tickets. Congress,
suits received
can- received 1172, Frank Delgado 951. Mi- who wore, the blue."
he
a
not
is
although
today indicate wide
Kills Himself.
infendants
in
this
suit shall not
But even before the polls closed yes- didate.
both
IJemocrats and Socialrabal 1195; Marron 928. Frank W. - The addresses of President Taft crease their control over any of the gains by
terday, those who read the dispatches
ists.
Eddy County.
(By Special Lensed Wire to TCew Mexlcn)
Clancy, 1261. McGill 861, a lead which and Govornor Wilson singularly agreed corporations now In the combination
carefully, surmised that the returns
The Socialist,: gains were made' San Francrsco, Calif., Nov. 8. John
The Bursum vote in the entire coun- jin proportion throughout the state, in al most
'
for
the
identical
three
He
also
would spell disastei for the Republithe
years.
declaration
every
says
in the mining camps, Eureka. Edward Copper, a althing contractor,
is about 306 out of 2,000 votes cast elects Clancy attorney general by al- thatiof
all figures in National history court has no power to grant the re- largely
cans. There wes defection on the ty
Murray, Mamnioth, and Stockton, el- - atttcked his wife with a hatchet, in
Groves will have 600 votes. In Carls most 6. 000 majority.
Ervien
received
there.
Is
none
is
that
calculated to quest that the United Cigar Stores
head of the ticket in practically every bad Bursum has 62 out
Thev nlan her sleen. earlv todav ntid thn ir!llul
eciing OOCiaiUl Officers.
of 407 votes,
brldgp the chasm of sentiment between Company stock be sold and
county except Santa Fe, Socorro and Balance of Republican ticket receives
gained councimen In several towns, himself with a razor. Mrs. Copper is
(Continued on Page 8.)
sections as is Lincoln.
Tne towns in dyfng.
including utrignam.
(
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The Little Store

GET YOURMQNEY

DROP OF 20,000 IN
WEEK'S CATTLE

BACK

g

y

GROCERY

R

-

The Delicatessen Store

The Millions of Cascaret Users Never
Have Headache, Constipation,
Biliousness or Sick Stomach.

It is more necessary that you keep
your Bowels, Liver and Stomach clean,
pure and fresh than it is to keep the
stwers and drainage of a large city
free from obstruction.
Are you keeping clean inside with
Cascarets or merely forcing a passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the
sour, undigested and fermenting food
and foul eases: take the excess bile!
from the liver and carry out of the
system the decomposed waste matter
and poison in the intestines and
bowels.
No odds how badly and upset you
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straight-en you out by morning. They wori
box from
while you sleep. A
your druggist will keep your entire
family feeling good for months. Don't

forget the children their little inside
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.

"many millions more of British money
will come into Texas to aid in the de--j
The Brit-- i
velopment and upbuilding.
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
cerning future cattle supplies and ish public has much faith in Dr. Pear-AUX ARMES.
r.atur&lly expectation of high prices ton and he has been and is able to
(By Samuel Hartley Lyle, Jr.)
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
goes hand in hand with this brand command large capital in any of his
not
me
tell
the
O,
recedes
hope
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
Panhandle stock projects."
of conversation.
That held of former years;
steers bring $4.75 to $5.35, some twos
Mr. Concanon will go from here to
Life is not made of idle deeds,
from that section late last week net- Keokuk Iowa, to inspect the great
What need for idle fears?
on Thursday and
Delicious Cream
Two dam across the river at that place.
tin?: upwards of $40 per head.
trains of Old Mexicos will be here toWe may not always meet the blows
morrow, and 21 cars of double circle SALE OF LIQUOR MADE
As would, perhaps seem fit;
mack.
puce,
TROUBLE FOR DRUGGIST.
But brave hearts do not know to lose, cows from Arizona are also on tap
Calves are selling bet
for tomorrow.
Only the cravens quit.
ter the best $7.25 heavy calves around
Colorado Springs, Nov. 8 A jail
Panhandle cows $3.50 to $4.30
$5.50.
What boots it if the foe today
sentence of thirty days in addition to
Hc.fes declined 10 to 15 cents last
Has beat us to the earth?
of $200 and costs was the pun
week, but there was a noticeable a fine
The morrow brings a newer fray..
meted out to E. E. Echeman
ishment
improvement in the average quality
A newer strength has birth.
L. Starrett in
More heavy hogs by Magistrate Clyde
and less sick stuff.
conpolice court today. Echeman was
whole
were
included
the
and
appearWe can not lose, if win we will,
of selling liquor without a li
victed
not
was
several
ance
of
the
offering
Brave hearts shall never die.
ches above that of the preceding cense, rjeneman s arug suu-- uu xiucTo arms! The foe is with us still!
new
pothe
was
raided
by
street
fano
weeks.
This in spite of more cholera
Who cares what flag he fly?
his
tulle than ever, and more cogitation lice chief. Stanley D. Burno, and
S. H. Kinsley,
officers.
Judge
run
special
FOOD.
The
the
STOCK
INTERNATIONAL
among
newspapers.
Sole Agent, For
Echeman declares he
i U000 today, market 10 to 15 higher, attorney for
AROUND THE STATE
top $6.35 paid for both heavy weights will fight the case in the higher
ALFaLFA
IID. All kinds cf flcvers, garden & field seeds in bulkand packaS
and mediums and lights selling at courts and Echeman's sentence today
was suspended for one day in order
$5.75, $6.20, pigs $4.25 to $5.00.
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
to permit him to file an appeal bond
and
week
lamb
Sheep
offerings last
Much Illness at Las Vegas.
down to 48,000 head here of $400.
Scarlet fever and measles are re
Nothing
Also pneu- r'.arket unevenly higher.
ported from Las Vegas.
monia.
Thelma, the infant daughter prime was offered, though $6.25 was
WHY DO THEY DO IT?
W. M. Martin, died on the cards all week for the perfect
Phone Black of Sir. andat Mrs.
Phone Black
1700
Runs
the age of one year and article.
today; market
yesterday
strong; again nothing fancy, top "Why people should weep over the
nine months from pneumonia.
lambs $6.00, feeding lambs, around imaginary sorrows shown on the
TEXAS WILL SEND AN
ti. SO, wethers to killers at $3.25 to stage, when there is so much real
UNINSTRUCTED DELEGATION. $3.75, ewes $3.00 to $3.35, Country sorrow in the world, I never could un
buying has been. up to the limit of derstand," says a well known writer.)
Chairman Lyon Came Near Breaking the supply, and the outgo only diAnd it is just as hard for us to see
iriiishes reluctantly as the offerings wi)y people will suffer needlessly for
With President Taft a Year Ago.
decrease.
It Is Said.
Breeding ewes and stock months or years. Here is the case oi
stiff range from $2.00 to $4.00.
M. Carter of South Akron, U., wno
J. A. RICKART,
Dallas, Texas, Nov. 8 An uninstruc-tesays:
Market Correspondent
"For two years I was in a badly
delegation from Texas to the Recondition, felt weak and
next
publican national convention
miserable and lost considerable flesh.
year is believed by some of the lead ENGLISH SYNDICATE PUTS
$6,000,000 IN IRRIGATION. Then I heard that Vinol was a great
ing Republicans of the state to be the
wish of Cecil A. Lyons, the recognized
thing to build up the body and create
Nov. 8
San Antonio. Texas,
new strength.
boss' of the regular Republican orJ. Concano of London, England,
"Now, after taking Vinol and getganization in the state, and chairman
de
have
from
I
of the state Republican executive com representing the English
it
syndicate ting so much good
Col. Lyon is at present on that put $6,000,000 in the Medina river cided to write and tell you that it has
mittee.
a hunt on his ranch in Mexico, but irrigation project; promoted by Dr. made me strong and well again, and
Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
when he returns is expected to make Frederick Stark Pearson, and also I have gained in weight, too."
the interests that took the $5,000,000
his wishes known.
If you are sick and weakly, need
PHONE, RED 100.
It is said that chairman Lyon came bonds of the Mexican Northwestern new strength and better blood, take
near breaking with President Taft Railroad, another of Dr. Pearson's un- Vinol, our delicious cod liver and iron
He remedy, for depend upon it, that is
a year ago, but a truce was arranged dertakings, is in San Antonio.
Announcement from him that he wish came to investigate the property in what you need and it will build you
es an uninstructed delegation will Its Project Is Located on the Medina ui.
We guarantee it money back
River in the Lone Star State,
The Capital
if j ou are not satisfied.
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
worry every one of Taft's appointees
in Texas, who, unwilling to oppose which the British investors have put Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.
his desires actively and openly are their money and said he was pleased
just as unwilling to attend a nation- with the conditions and prospects.
al convention of their own party with- "If these investments turn out as we
out standing vociferously for the re- - hope they will,'' said Mr. Concanon,
nomination of President Taft.
The activity of the LaFollette camFor Best Laundry Work
paign bureau and the arguments em- Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
San Francisco Street.
from
source
that
are causing
That Contain Mercury.
anating
considerable uneasiness among the as mercury will surely destroy the BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
To select your stones for mounting
Republicans in Texas that wish to see sense of smell and completely defor Holiday Presents. They are
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
President Taft renominated.
range the whole system when entering
always acceptable.
it through the mucous surfaces. Such
ELEVENTH CAVALRY HAS
articles should never be used except Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
CARRIED OFF HONORS. on prescription from reputable physiMrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
cians, as the damage they will do is
Phone, Red No. 23
Houston, Texas, Nov. 8. The Elev- ten fold to the good you can possibly Phone Red No. 23.
enth cavalry of the United States derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
army, having won all the athletic hon- Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
ors of the maneuver division, includ- & Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no mer- KERR'S
FOR
SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
ing polo, baseball and football cham- cury, and is taken internally, acting
mucous
blood
and
the
upon
directly
and
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
pionships,
having made the secretary of war dizzy with an exhioi-tio- surfaces of the system. In buying Phone us, we will be glad to call for
Co.
&
Curio
Fe
Trail
sure
Now on the floor of the Sante
you get your
drill that bewildered even the Hall's Catarrh Cure be
on Mondays and Tuesthe
It is taken internally day laundry
and deliver on Thursday! and
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND 15 chief of staff, isn't satisfied. There and genuine.
Ohio by F. J.
made in Toledo,
are some chess players among its ofFridays.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
ficers and they have issued a chal- Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Sold
75c
Price
per All work is guaranteed; your socks
by druggists.
lenge to play ar-- officer, team of ofLEARNARD-LINDEMANN
are mended and buttons sewed an
ficers or combination of teams that bottle.
your shirts without extra charge.
Place
for
Pills
Trade.
Hall's
Take
for
your
Family
Holiday
the
are ordering in car-loshipments
military establishment at Fort
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
our
and
Our
Sam Houston can trot out. Officers
prices
pianos,
order now for your Christmas Piano.
of the Eleventh are in the mood to
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
and Arizona purchasers.
challenge Prof-.so- r
Lasker himself.
i

1

Puffs

I

1911- -

INSIDE CLEANLINESS

This Medicine Does

this

INT

NOVEMBER 8,

WEDNESDAY,

CASCARETS INSURE

RECEIPTS.

Kansas City Stock Yards Nov. 8.
Not Satisfachead in
A drop of twenty thousand
You.
Benefit
torily
t!icattle receipts here last week
VraoticinK physicians maUins a
of stomach troubles are really Item the week before, together with
responsible for the formula from ("tfccreases at other points, put some
vhicti Rcxall Dyspepsia Table's are edge on the market and prices receivWe Guarantee
Everything
We have simply profited by ed an uplift of around 25 cents on all
r'ade.
kinds.
Medium class range beef
the experience of experts.
Our experience with Rexall Dyspen- - s.eers sold CO cents higher in some
Everything
Good to Eat and
Kansas and the quarantine
sia Tablets lead us to believe them to cases.
an excellent remedy for the relief di.tricts have shot their wad for this
Brand be
Under
and chronic dys- - season, and from now on only stragc.f acute indigestion
pepsia. Their ingredients are sooth-iin- gling shipments from those sections
and healing to the inflamed mem- - will arrive to compete with the cattle
to be as
Under the
cranes of the stomach.
They are direct from the range country. Colorich in pepsin, one of the greatest di-- I rado beef steers sll at rang of $4.75
Represented
Solitaire Brand
f estive aids known to medicine. The to $G.OO for anything with quality,
relief they afford is almost immediate. though some Eastern Slope steers
Their use with persistency and regu- - have sold down around $4.40 in the
Two trains of the
latity for a short time helps to bring! last two weeks.
pbout a cessation of the pains caused ;Gord Galloway steers from Placer-bIville eold at $5.25 to $5.40 late last
stomach disorders.
Roxaii nvsnensin Taiiieto aid tn in. week to killers, average weight run- Feeders and
sure healthy appetite, aid digestion cil'K close to 1,003.
and promote nutrition.
As evidence stock steers meet a strong demand,
of our sincere faith in Rexall Dyspep-- antl predictions favor a continued rise
The run of 19,000
sia Tablets we ask you to try themji'i alue of same.
40.
No.
Fe.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa
Telephone
our risk. If they do not give you'"'1 ner today is a small decrease
at
ALL CASH PURCHASES.; entire satisfaction we will return
TICKETS WITH
WE GIVE REGISTER
youilrcm last Monday, and dwindling supSo far
rul from now on
the money you paid us for them. They
come in three sizes, prices 25 cents this season Chicago shows a short
HI
50 cents and $1.
Remember, you can age of 25 per cent in rangers from
1
obtain them only at our store. The the Northwest, and interviews with
Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug Co. Western dealers say that the charac-teof the supply indicates a clean up.
232 San Francisco St.
Pessimism rules in all the talk con
If

M.

OWN YOUR OWN GUN. THE OTHER FELLOW IS TIRED OF
LENDING YOU HIS.
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR O WN THINGS YOU WONT SPOIL
YOU'VE
SOMETHING
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL "SPOIL"
BORROWED.
IT'S "A SURE SHOT" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR ARMS AND AMMUNITION AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT ' YOU GET THE
BEST MADE.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

Saturday

Hardware We Have It

If Its

Phone 14

LOUIS NAPOLEON I
I

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa

45

I

LEO HERSCH

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS
in
Appropriate

Novelties

State Colors for 65c.

fop Athletic Events, Conventions,

Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable at short notice.

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS,

FE, NEW MEXICO.

SANTA

45

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

d

.

run-dow- n

DAWSON COAL

" The

Phone,
Bl'k, 6619

GORMLEY

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Delivered to your house.

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Gar
nets, and Other Stones.

Imperial Laundry

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Leave orders

Patronize home industry.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

oal ywAW Wood
Screened

EL

Lump

Smitbirg Coal.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

ONTEZUMA AVENUE
A. T. 4 8. F. Depot.

ear

Telephone

COAL YARD,

CAPITAL

Telephone 85

85

NOW IS THE TIME

You are requested to call and see and
hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

n An

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

C

A

IE

rUu OAIX

Improved

Modern Residences for Rent.

n

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

COMPANY

ad

SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
I .BARNARD

Established 1900
Albuqurque, New Mexico

&

LINDEMANN CO.
E. M. Lehnor,

Expert German Piano Tuner.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular prteee Jtuggiee and

CeUICE'S

BACK

LINE

:

THEODCv;

-

l

i, Pnf.

LIVERY STABLE

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

GOVERNOR HADLEY WILL
HUNT DEER IN TEXAS.

San Antonio .Texas, Nov. 8 Announcement is made that Governor
Herbert S. Hadley of Missouri will
come to San Antonio in a few days
on his way to Catarina, in the southwestern part of the state, to hunt
deer and other game. T. J. Wornall
of Liberty, Mo., a former state senator, is here awaiting the coming oi
Missouri's executive and party.

Phone Blaek 112.
ft

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

O

La Salle Restaurant

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single)
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CHAS. GANN, Prop.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bouno train and arrive at Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered tucks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to take In
If you want anythlnr on earth try the surrounding town. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
New York Chop Suey 60c.
Want ad In the New Mexlcaft
Station.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

d

j

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

'

Quality Coal."

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

.

cihL 'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

In Need

Wtef
in

the

Drivers

cf Anything

LIVERY

Furnisirel

Don Gaspar Ave.

LINE

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

1911.

8,

ONE WAY OUT.
A Resident

the

of Santa Fe Shows
Way.

ACTUAL

been seen in this country. A collector
had spent several years seeking them
for an oil king of Los Angeles, E. L.
Dohcny. Some of the cacti, it is said,
as the
grow as
o our moL rn cities. Exposition officials at oi:ch becam interested and
made inquiries how smiihir pktuts
could be secured for the Exposition.

11

it;

They won't cure it.
uachaclie "means sick kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for badj
kidneys.
Santa Fe people back them up.
Read a case of it:
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa
Fe, X. Mex., says: "About two and a
half years ago I gave a public statement telling of my experience with
comThey
Dona's Kidney Pills.
pletely rid me of pains in my back
which had troubled me off and on for
When I stooped or brought
months.
a strain on my loins, I suffered more

tion of Buildings on Monday of This Week

L

Facts
About
Motherhood

IU

Panegyric on Mar-

-

U

BE

TO

ITERS

Eloquent
It is intended to secure the most
tyred President by Brilcomplete collection for the botanical
the
Exposition
surrounding
liant Kentucky Orator
gardens
that have ever been assembled anywhere.
CHARACTER OF TIE GREAT
Triumphs of the Air.
At the rate aviators are succeeding
in the completion of the conquest of
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need more than ever, that there is
It lTTient to Tioibing in gambling, and that a man
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico.
every postolfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation cmnnt expect to reap whie he has
not sown. As to the other fellow, he
amonx the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
nil' tr it i'.:,niu and gi broke stn.)
j. he! day. It ? ivays wjrks ojt t:io
t..i:ic in the 'rnd, that the fool and his
roney are soon parted, and that
gambling is as about as easy a methTHE DAILY NEWSPAPER.
od with which to do the parting as
THE PRESIDENT AND BUSINESS.
Andrew
We are becoming finite certain that
Carnegie says that the! throwing the money to the birds.
thinkmost important thing in the world is
tjere is too little
There is not much consolation in
ing in connection with the present po- the cheapest a daily newspaper. It
litical situation as it relates to busi- is a marvel to him as it is to many the fact that Holm O. Bursum carried
ness and the ppresent business stiua-tic- others, how a complete newspaper the rest of the territory outside of the
as it relates to politics. There is containing all the news of the world, lower Pecos Valley and Bernalillo
on all sides a disposition to join in can be issued for a nickel.
county.
art outcry against Mr. Taft. and Mr.
The modem newspaper is a won
It is a wise party that profits by its
Wickersham, his attorney general, for derful institution. Thousands of men
being eniirely responsible tor upsett-- 1 anu- WOmen are constantly working defeats and a prudent man who beneir.g business and checking prosperity, f0r it.
They dwell in all lands and fits by his mistakes.
One would suppose thai Mr. Taft was! are on duty at. every hour of the day
sitthig ui nights devising schemes and night. A million eyes are observ-tmake panics and that Mr. Wicker--in- g
and reporting events in order that H!S LEG WAS MADE OF CORK
sham was plotting to fill the jails with! the reader, when he tosses a nickel
to the newsboy or picks up the paper Young Commercial
Traveler Loses
ou? masters of industry.
Eet on Question of Endurance
When the facts are looked at it is 'at the breakfast table, may know the
of Men of Present Day.
lhat the Standard Oil record of the previous day. The
which was prosecuted under graph wires are laden with news.
They were sitting in the smoking
Mr. Taft, has managed to divide up Into a tremendous hopper goes the
room
of the hotel, and the conversas
of
human
of!
a
half
score
brains
a
and
product
its property into
local
editorial tion was about endurance as shown
and not a dollar of
happenings,
vestment has been lest. The tobacco views, sporting and social intelligence by men a of the past and present.a
lull in the conversation
is During
trust, which was also prosecuted, is all gathered with an industry thatthe!
young commercial traveler said:
When it comes out of
cow preparing to disintegrate on dif- - tireless.
man, if he has the
ferent plans and vested righis have hopper upon the printed pages it rep- - can"Any
endure
pain or fatigue; I know
of
who
those
not been interfered with. The harves- resents the best effort
I can."
are purveyors of news for the public.
ter trust has gone into court,
There was silence for a moment,
The trouble is, always that the
rules
with certain
and an older man replied:
cera
a
of
is
limited
space
by
and
paper
monopoly
regulating competition
"I'll wager a dinner you can't hold
and has got a clean bill of health, tain number of pages and columns,
foot boot on in a bucket of
your
the
while
amount of matter that offers hot water
The electrical trust has done the
as long as I can."
i
same thing, and if it behaves itself ''self for publication is absolutely
was taken, and two buckoffer
The
continue to have "O. K." stamp- - 1( ss- Never was anything falser than ets of hot water were brought in, as
notion
the
a
that
editot
ed upon its charter.
newspaper
The steel corwell as a kettle of boiling water to
The raise the
Iteration has canceled its ore lease needs "something to fill up."
to the point
nt
the ellitor is t0 find sPac in of endurance.temperature
in the northwest, which according to ,ask
In went a foot of each
its directors, never should have been 'hii-- to Prtnt the enormous quantity contestant. Soon the young man's
made, and by doing this has perhaps ,jr material which piles upon his desk, face began to pale, but the other
divested itself of illegality under the'More tnan hal the time is occupied called for more boiling water.
ln condensation.
And then, when the
Sherman law.
''What on earth is your leg made
of, sir?" said the former, suddenly
All the President said about it is Uho"sa"ds1 ot, w"rds have 1,ee.n
the newspaper is offer- taking his foot from the bucket.
hnt the inw win
cd to the public, the wonder is that
the cool
"Cork, sir cork!" was
it ruins him politically.
All that Mr.
Wickersham has said is that corpora- there are so few errors in print. answer, and the other felt that he
Working constantly under tremendous had indeed lost.
tions must come within the law.
written sentences being cover-teWhy, then, all this loose talk about stiain,
into type in the twinkling of an
Ml" Tflft'Q hino- rcnnncSMn
Nothing Doing.
tn. 4V
The bill collector had made andestruction of all business? Business "ye, the necessity of haste always
Damocle's
like
at
call
overhead
other
the humble dwelling of
has not been destroyed.
What Is hanging
needed is a little more cheerfulness, sword amid all the pressure, the pro- Eernard Palissy.
"Is your husband at home, madam?"
portion of inaccuracy is so small that
F Tr
more nnfimisTn
Ac wan cni'
saa they should raise more corn and: an error is the exception rather than he asked
"He is in his workshop, I think,"
tne ruIe'
less h 1'
no the assailants of Mr. Taft fancy1- Wen th,e resuU f a" this, effort answered the wife.
19
"1C
"Pottering around as usual, I suplhat if Governor Wilson of
Te
pose."
r
is
th"
Ohio!
ey, Governor Harmon of
Gov-- ; f0""
There being no broomstick or other
most tmportant thing
ernor Marshall of Indiana, Governor
?yS th'the
piece of wood in the house, the in18 th
of Massachusetts or Speaker!" tlw
dignant woman chased him out witb
ChampaClark were elected President'
a flatiron.
under the political overturn they are
To what proportion manufacturing
seeking to promote they would be any!'11 the smaller towns has grown, is
KNEW HER RING.
better off so far as immunity is con- -' demonstrated by a series of bulletins
cetned?
Would thev anv thn
issued bv the Census Bureau todav.
iieea a cyclone cellar?
In the city of Allentown, Pa., which

v

j

hard-heade-

n

so" by their
!
and from
governor
appointment,
each commercial club, board of trade,
chamber of commerce, clearing house
association and any other business or
industrial organization so desiring,
not more than ten delegates will take
part in the deliberations of this con- gress.
It is a "free Forum" of the West,
in which all peoples and classes par- ticipate. Through its efforts millions
of dollars have been appropriated for
waterways and irrigation improve-- !
ments in the West, and scores of laws
have been passed by the national con.
gress regulating the commercial conduct of the country.
The
Commercial
was organized
in 1891,
Congress
though its real birth was in Denver
in the eighties, when Governor Alva
Adams of Colorado, called into session the deep waterways interests.
Other organizations whose object was
practical waterways were also exist-ant- .
The West, though it had grown
into a country of wealth and promin-

created
WEST'S EXHiBiTGFGREATIDEAS twenty delegates,
s

1

FIRST

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R.

'

President.

PALEN,

J.

B. READ,

Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

4t

How About That Fire lnsurance? :

Trans-Mississip-

correspond-corporation-

J.

L. A. HUGHES,

Men of national prominence answered the call, and for an infant step
the move was a success. Later in the
year in Manitou, Colo., this organization combined with two others of simiConlar object the
gress and the Deep Water Convention
and formed the existing
Commercial Congress.
Always first with the congress is
This year it is
river improvements.
especially anxious to father a resolu- -

j

ng

money-transmitti-

ence, was unable, because of a lack
of political prestige, to obtain appropriations from congress for improving
The East, skilled in
its waterways.
using the power of politics, "got the
money."
Tiring of such treatment,
Kansas struck the first blow for recognition by calling a Western States
Convention to be held in Kansas City,
April 14 to 17, in 1891.

j

BANK

OF SANTA FE

Trans-Mississip-

th-j- t

NATIONAL

Trans-Mississip-

will-powe-

IS YOUR PROPERTY

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

--

Then Act!

eom-r-ke- d

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

well-know-
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SANTA FE, N. M.
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VITAL STATISTICS OF CITIES.
A preliminary statement of vital
statistics relative to nine cities
the Census Bureau's death reistra-- '
tion area for the year 1910 was issued
by Census Director

a few decades ago was not much more
than a bucolic village, the payroll of
factories and mills last year amount- Q
in tne city ot soutn
" so
one of four
Eetn'nem Pa- - m
borougha clusterd together on the
h,'gh riWr the Pay rU laSt yar WaS
a'"10St 6'000'000- At Erie' Pa- - il1
the same period' S6'290-00were Paid

'

Z "

1"

1! 1

,

490

JlDZ'hi0:
uiuminojun

l?'

Aid-ric- h

e

ft

towns mentioned, manufacturing is a modern development, and
some of the manufacturing cities today that have marvelous payrolls did
not exist a few decades ago.

1

--

Missouri River. Governor C. A.
of Nebraska, will talk on The
Rates and
Regulation of Inter-StatTheir Relation to the Producer and
Consumer.
Governor O. B. Colquitt
of Texas, Governor W. R. Stubbs of
Kansas and Governor John F. Shaf-rotof Colorado, will make addresses- Nearly two hundred government
heads, senators and congressmen will
attend the meeting. Darwin P. Kings-ley- ,
president of the New York Life
Insurance Company, will speak on
Life Insurance and Justice, and Fred

of those

excluded from the figures.
In Montgomery, Alabama
in 1910
Next week, Santa Fe will entertain
00STda'hs and a death! from 500 to 1,000 visitors at the New
I Zn Ba,Ule Creek Michi"1 Mexico Educational Association. Ad-16J:
from all parts of the territory
,
,-at- !f

m

Western clearing house for ideas, and
the national legislators pay strict at- tention to the expressions of this clearing house.
The congress has assumed such importance and magnitude that the foremost statesmen, business men, law
makers, farmers and financiers of the
country attend it in order to catch
the drift of public opinion. At this
meeting will be at least six of the
twenty governors who rule the territory covered by the congress. Governor Herbert Hadley of Missouri, will
open the congress with an address of
welcome, and in this address h will
sound the keynote of the import of
the meeting. Governor John Burke
of North Dakota,- who is president of
the Missouri River Improvement Association, will speak on the Upper

anu at luicuu, uiiiu f 10
What it would mean to Santa
Fe, if it had an annual pay roll of
that size, businessmen can easily fig- S"Ch an a"nual inCOme is
l're Ut
not at a11 Possible, for in every one
000.

mid-yea-

rTJT,6'
If L

Trans-Mississip-

h

y

was prepared under the super" 'ion
of Dr. Cressy L. Wilbur cWef sIaH
clan for vital statistics in the Con- sus Bureau.
The figures are subject
to such revision as may be
necessary
after further examination of the origiv.
nal transcrints nlthnntrh it
lieved that there will be any material
,,
corrections of the amnni
u..Ul.j tllJIU ItXLO
stated herein.
The death rate per 1,000 population
are based upon the estimated
r
population for 1910. Still births are

COLONEL FRED FLEMING,
of the Kansas City Life
Insurance Co., Who is President of
the
Congress And
Will Preside at All Sessions.

Inivls
"Indicate

an unprecedented attendance.

only are the teachers coming, but
jvania in some instances the pupils too.
Tex-

d,eathS'

J

Mrs. Smith I have rung at Mrs.
Jones' door three times this week, and
didn't succed in arousing anyone,
t suppose The
family is out of town.
Mrs. Brown Possibly. But Mrs.
Jones was telling me this morning
that she could tell your ring among
i thousand.

deaths, 15.3 rate; Galveston,
b
as, 600 deaths, 16.2 rate; Danville
nelexpef , nnf
relatives and
i.
Virginia. 2X8 deaths 9n a mto. t
burg, Virginia, 473 'deaths, 16.0 rate- restaurant facilities will be taxed to
extent than durins th
and La Crosse, Wisconsin, 435 deaths
Or Anybody's.
Democratic state convention.
The
14.3 rate.
"I saw Mrs. Gaddie downtown early
Chamber of Commerce has thus far
...
nf
Montgomery uone nothing toward the reception of this morning and she told me she was
V , l
show-- ,
on her way to the office. I didn't
know she was interested in any busiI
III
is
3
IdiLl
mat
"ifalllj
of Danville, the city exhibiting
the
ness."
should
a
with
take
them
away
next highest rate. Lincoln's rate was guests
"Oh, yes; she has always been Intie lowest of all, being less than one pleasant impression of the Capital.
terested in any business." Catholic
half that of Montgomery and Danville.
North Carolina in the Census year Standard and Times.
La Crosse and Dayton were the next
raised
$42,000,000 worth of cotton,
lowest
Disturbed, but Not Rattleo.
$38,000,00 worth of cereals,
mostly
Irate Father (coming upon them
of forage
worth
corn;
$.,000j000
There are 1641 meat packing estabWhat do you mean, sir,
suddenly)
$14,000,000 worth of tobacco;
lishments in the United States in plants;
more than $4,000,000 worth of sweet by embracing my daughter?
which $383 249,000 of capital are inThe Young Man Miss Clarice and
potatoes; almost $2,000,000 worth of I are rehearsing the love scene in a
vested, and which consume one and other
more
than $5,000,000 little amateur drama our club is to
potatoes;
a quarter billions worth of material
worth of peanuts; and more than a
present shortly. Fine evening. Isn't
annually. These establishments paj million dollars
worth of peas. This it, Mv. JorcUe?
out each year $72,000,000 in wages and
lies
a
in
illustrates
the
wealth
that
salaries. More than 100,000 people are
A Pleasant Prospect.
of field crops and there is no
and more than diversity
given
reason to doubt that before many more 'Tls warm, but think of what's to come
200,000 horsepower used to drive the
Anil let us not despair.
New Mexico, too, will make a Ere
long will frost our frames benumb
It is a great industry years,
machinery.
record in the total yield of Its
better
And snowtlakes fill the air.
and how vital to the existence of the
field crops than it has done in the
nation may be gathered from the fact
Embarrassing Effort.
that last year it sold more than four past.
"Good Intentions ought to count foi
and a third billion pounds of beef, an
e
The detailed election returns
something," remarked the generous
amount equally as great of pork; half
amount of person.
was an immense
a billion pounds of mutton, a quarter
"But they don't," replied Miss
fading done of votes for the State
billion pounds of vea), all the pro ticket
in
for votes for inCayenne. "The most impolite ao
more
worth
ducts being
than one and dividuals exchange
on county .and legislative quaintance I have is one who lets yon
a third billion dollars.
ticVets.
The Democratic state ticket see what an effort she is making tc
gained thereby and the Republican
be polite."
It is lucky to hold a state conven state ticket lost.
The Democratic
tion at Santa Fe. The mistakes of candidates for county and
legislative
Makes It Embarrassing.
the Republicans began in this cam- office lost through it and those on the
were you so anxious to get
"Why
in
when
i
the eleventh hour they Republican ticket gained.
paign
Like in away from that man?"
decided to hold their convention away all trades it hasn't been all
gain nor
"He's a Socialist."
from the capital.
has It been all loss except for the in"I know, but he's a very decent sort
dividuals directly affected.
Nothing at all dangerous about him.'
There will be many to dispute that
"Oh, yes, but I always hate to har
Other states anu nations have their to rague with a man who seems tc
the Journal and Hagerman did it but
revolutions too.
"uiu te,t the w loquent tal,
Jcnow all about everything."
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Ws solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

Scations,

Etc.

Estimates cheerfully furnished

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black

Rubber Stamps.

I

WHEN

YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REJHEMBER A RUBBER ' STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

SAME

PRICE LIST.
inches long
Stamp, not over 2
15C
,
Each additional line on stamp
,
Qc
e
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
inches long . . 20c
Each additional line on stamp
isc
e
and not over S inches long
stamp, over 3
25c
bach additional line on same stamp
20c
e
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
10c
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
inch in size, we charge for one Hue for each
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

1-

One-lin-

-2

1- -2

One-lin-

1- -2

1- -2

One-lin-

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater

any town and date, for
Inch.
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
inch
Regular Line, Dater month, day and year,
inch....
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch....
Defiance Model Band Dater
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp ami Weod Cut
Pearl Check Protector
1-

-2

1-

SELF-INKIN1

2
4

4

1- -4

"i

(vest of the

Missis-'i-

-4

1-

-8

50c
35c
25c
j 59
1.50
"t50

STAMP PADS.

G

15
35

1- -4,

1--

x7

FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW

MEXICAN-PRINTIN-

SANTA FE,

CO.

G
NEVfc

SOFT DRINKS

vi

XKJO

as

yow enters delivered.

IfefcSwfcf e ugsttki to tte tttntjr assMritiof ml mi butt

n

Alaska, Hawaii
Islands scores of
ripe with ideas
("place before the
' ach
state of the
uikry. will come

1-

$Oc

cts; 2 x 3 3--4, 25 cts ; 2
2.
25 cts:
x4
60 cts; 4
cts; 3
2,
75 cts;
x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamn Pad Ink. is rt nor
3--4,

3--

-3

m
ca
cxi tax noirt

COEKIY, LfMM SOftA,

;

Ceiling,
Custom Work,

33166.

Trans-Mississipp- i.

Ad-An-

Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

Trans-Mississip-

This is the third time that the congress has met ln Kansas City. It
got its swadling clothes in Kansas
City, and again in 1906 when it had
assumed powerful proportions, it met
here. Convention Hall is designated
as the. meeting place, though special
meetings will be held every morning
in downtown theaters.' The hall will
seat 15,000 persons. As a feature of
the entertainment Congressman William P. Borland of Kansas City, has
obtained governmental permission to
have the Panama pictures exhibited
at the congress. Lieutenant George
Goethals, son of the head of the Panama work, .will show the pictures
and talk on "the canal. This is the
first time the .pictures
have been

Wainscotting,

Door

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

SPEAKER CHAMP CLARK,
Who Will Attend the
Congress and Deliver an Address.
He is a Strong Probability as Democratic Candidate for President.

tion which will result in congress appropriating twenty million dollars for
making the Missouri River 'navigable
between Kansas City and St. Louis.
The Kansas
River Navigation Company, which is now running boats on the river, and the Missouri River Improvement Association
are not going to allow the congress to
adjourn without adopting a resolution
favoring this appropriation. It is very
probable that Governor John Burke of
South Dakota, interested in the Upper
Missouri as its president, will call a
special session of the Missouri Improvement Association to meet here
in conjunction with the

Window Frames,

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Sash, Doors,

HADLEY,
d
Deliver the
John Jay Treaty, particularly approServe as a priate in connection with the
;ram Committee.
Commercial Congress. Fif
teen hundred plates will be spread.
dent of the Kan- Delegates may be appointed by Com. ice Company,
is
this year mercial Clubs, Mayors of cities and
agress
towns and boards of county commis:iil meetings.
sioners.
Reduced rates have been auof
the
House
s!
vho is talked of thorized by the railroads to Kansas
' ;:t
iddress the con- -' Jity.
session,
own subject. S.
SOMETHING MISSING.
i ;i
aan of the House
rs and Harbors,
me of the speak-- '
ent if waterways
' ickey of Kansas
.ii .he Kansas City.
gation Company;
K'lvanaugh of St.
William P. Bor-aaCharles
F.
.:

W. Fler
and wi
Char
of Her
for pr
gress
and hi

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

shown publicly.",;"
"
As another feature of entertainment the Kansas City Commercial
Club will spread a huge banquet in
Convention hall on the night of Nov.
14, in its annual celebration of the

3.

Of Missc
dress
Memt

Santa Fe Planing Mill

;

r..fa
vju.uc ui

'
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.

museum tms nncieni
Roman toga was worn by one of th
flonntnra
Colonel Bluegrass Where did
carry bis booze and gun?

im BW

x : x
Astcc
Qomlae
Spring Mineral Water.
iiXlk Ft BOTTLES WOS K3IY KRX,
FIZZ,

COCO

C0U,

ropriewr,

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL

&

TRUST C0.II

C. S. Itimpert

is at the Palace.
V. M.

Business

President

Established

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

Incorporated 1903.
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Holiday Trade
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Beautiful Dresser Scarfs

V.

And Pillow Tops
Aft Draperies and Curtain Scrims
A Most Artistic Line that will please the lovers
the Home Beautiful

of

On

In order to close out the line.

MISS A. MUGtERl

I

Just what you want for your Winter domes
The ideas are drawn from the latest fashion
plates and are correct in detail.

iYlanicurins

'

S:

'

CORN-FE- D

Beef,

Pork,
Mutton,

Veal and

Lamb

Home-Mad- e

and
MONtY AND METALS.
St. Louis, Mt. Nov. s Lead firm
4.15?; 4.17
spelter higher 6.30.
GRAIN, PORK; LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Nov. S Wheat. Dec.
93
Corn, Dec.
May 99
:
May 04 12; Oats, Dec. 4G
May 64
Pork, Jan. 15.90; Lard.
Ribs. Jr.n. 8.20.
.!on. 9.12
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. S Wool, un
changed territory and western me-- ;
diums 1717(ff;20e. Fine mediums lOfl,
ISc; Fine ll15c.
Livestock
reCattle
Chicago, 111., Nov.
Market steady to 10c
ceipts, 22,000.
lower.
Beeves 4.7.1fi 9.10;
Texas
slers 4.005.85; western steers 4.

O. Box, 219.

:

:

:

:

:

BARGAIN

A

No

modern
brick residence, well
located, with barn, chicken house,
garden, fruit trees, etc.
C I C
rjAn
rUK SALE
A

A

six-roo-

m

lidded to this treatment.

Stomaiix makes a healthy stomach capable
of performing its work unaided. It is beneficent in its action, relieving pain and toning
the entire system it is pood for the youthful
and the aped. It corrects the ailments of
children. Sold by all Druggists.
U.

ld F6U0ERA & CO., AosntB,

$1,000 Cash Will Handle Proposition.

Pricce, 2,700.

S., New York.

ut

THE MASTER TAILORS

at the Panor Market.

deal

J

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

i

H.

S. KAUNE

5

GO.

W

HAVE some fine Sets of China for the table.
as many pieces as you wish. Also Kitchen
Cabinets that make cooking a delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
your eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

PROPRIETOR.

THE TIME TO BUY
HOT WATER BOTTLES
J

j

just received
aiargelinedirectfromfactory,

4

thereby insuring fresh goods,

4

Is now.

Western 4.005.90.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 8 Cattle,;
receipts, 11,000, including 1,300 sou-- l
therns. Market steady to shade low-- ;
er.
Native steers 3.30(59.00; Sonth-- i
em steers 3.756.50; Southern cows'
and heifers 2.7o4.76;
Xative cows,
and heifers 2.75(57.00; Stockers and!
feeders 3.755.75; Bulls 3.004.75;
Calves 4.007.0O; Western steers 4.50
7.65; Western cows 2.75(55.00.
Hogs receipts 17,000. Market 5 to
10c lower.
Bulk of sales 5.705J6.25.
Heavy 6.20(56.35; Packers and but,
chers 6.15(56.30; Lights 5.70(56.15,
'
iPigs 4.005.26.
Market
Sheep, receipts 15,000.
Muttons 3.00(5
steady to 10c lower.

We have

4

THE

Where Prices Are Lowes
'

FOR

SAFE QUALITY

Hand -- Painted China

I Beautiful
Tko

It

Vrtr

I a fast

cle

.
.
I,...
At. is' cumpicic
uur mock
ana we can snow you. sv

Reliable Jeweler

:

C VONT7
H
a
Am.

ft

SaSiS0 i
j
if

Poor coffee is an undrink. To
begin the day by drinking
it clouds an otherwise
cheerful mind. See to
it, then, that you have
wholesome

..MILLINERY..

SWEATERS

125

Palace
Avenue.

YOUR

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

SZ

V

Cotton.
New York, N. Y., Nov. 8 Spot cot-- ;
ton closed dull to 5 points lower. Mid-- j
gulf:
dling uplands 9.35; Middlings,
9.60; Sales, none.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Funeral Directors
PICTURE FRAMING

guarantee each and every Bot- tie we sell to last one year.

4

BUTT BROS. CO.,

J

We

Always

Phone, 130 Red.

Carriage

I!3
5

NO PROFIT ON THE

8

GO.

If you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

& Automobile

PAINTING

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

X

Of course you

want to

THE NATIONAL SURETY

Phone Black No. 52

COMPANY.

Insurance Agency.

&

Phone Black

No. 229

Residence

LADY OR GENTLEMAN can

J.P. Steed

& Son

YOU

be pleased and suited by
GERDES. OUTFITTER TO EVERYBODY
OU

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET

ReadytoWear

MAKERS.

FURNITURE
SIGN
'

MADE TO ORDER

PAINTING

NEATLY

DONE

STOCK OF

Goods is "Sizzling

with
Do
You
Not
If
Inspect Them
"Up-to-dat- e"

Hot"

Garments.
You

are the Loser.

JULIUS H. GERDES.
All Work Guaranteed.

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of
are using it. It saves
where
and
it
your
tor,

Phcne. Red

115

AH

the Light?
are
display
rooms

on
SAVES THE EYES. Our
you
open for your
light bill
by having right
of
sell
we
seen
will
them right. Get away from
Reading and Student Lamps that can be
anywhere, and
inspection, and we have the finest line
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

it

X

do BUSI-

- GO
s;

r-

ZT

You pay

C3

9

X

CO.

NESS RIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is
RIGHT, and at RATES that are
RIGHT. Why not get acquainted

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

LAMP-I- TS

GOODS

305 San Francisco Street.

tuaii jo,

try

SXXXXXXXSXXS&K

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

estimates

--

DRY

SELIGMAN

with

SIGN PAINTING

ZSJZ

Commercial
00,000 bales.
However id.u&v ujj lu uiuiv
000,000 bales.

ADOLPH

Colors

Just a Word About Bonds

-

H. S. KAUNE

4

:

and

Sizes

Phone, Red Ml. NihtPhone,RedS8.

Just in, a Ffesh

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

Reliable

DRUGGISTS

'

bVptTdVa

Boys, Ladies and Children

All

ALMOST TEN MILLION
BALES OF COTTON GINNED,
(By Special Leased Wire to Kew Mexican)
Washington, I). C, Nov. 8 With;
9,968,172 bales of cotton of the growth
of 1911, ginned prior to November 1
Chase & Sanborn's
as announced today by the Census,
High Grade Coffee
.Bureau, the promised record- - break-with its fragrant
ing cotton crop of this season is fas
being made for the manufacturer.
aroma and
The amount ginned to November 1,
exceeds by 1,777,000 bales that ginned
in 1908, the previous .record.
It is
color.
also larger than the ginning to May;
11 of any year being about 200 000
bales more than that' ginned to that
JUST IN
date in 1904, the record year.
This;
New. '(1911) Crop Of ENGLISH WAL would indicate that the crop was at
least two weeks earlier in maturing
NUTS and ALMONDS
and reaching the gins.
Calculations of the years total cropj
StOCk Of based on the ginning reports, there-- !
;fore probably would be more accurate'
I
)
C
'M figured on the November 14 reports!
Allfll J6H1IIT13 S falTlOUS
lof other years.
.
In Previolls record
years about 70 per cent of the totali
rAnCAKt rLUUK
'
crop has been ginnd to that date and

Also Scudder's Maple Syrup

'

i

i

...

4

For Everybody, Men and

'A

j

perfect

NEW HATS. WE KNOW
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED
for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
LADIES, LET US MAKE

X X

weth-- ;

Range!

!

D

S

X

-

Over by Train.
Francisco Martinez, who was sleep-- j
ing under a Santa Fe merchandise
freight car at Raton, suffered a dis- location of the hip when the car start-- ,
ed.

COFFI

In.

Anlc
mtl unoua

'

hiShgua

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
i.

'

3.004.75;

FURNITURE AND

R

'

3

Run

Pnnnlar rwioms. Covering Anv Arti

That You Might Be Interested

Lambs 4.25(56.00; Range

ers and yearlings
ewes 2.004.00.

AKERS-WAGNE-

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

i

4.00;

PRICE-MAKE- R

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home

WM. D. ARRIGtll

'

AND REAL

THE

CO.

LAUGH LIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

Si

j

INSURANCE

k

W. N. TOWNSENO

better guarantee to

than money back if
not satisfactory when you

offer

loi

gives prompt relief in all cases of disorder and
diseases of the di restive functions, provided
there be no incurable organic deterioration.
Physicians who have preserilwd Stomalix,
as the sole medicine for their patients in dyspepsia and other stomach troubles, report that
cases of thirty years' standing have readily

Cias-Roast- ed

COFFEE, 30c LB.

The best, safest and perfectly harm- less treatment for dyspepsia and dis- eases of the stomach and intestines, is 7.25; Stackers and feelers 3.255.73;
Cows and heifers 2.i''iff G.flO; Calves
prepared anil presented to tne public j
by Saiz de Carlos, a phvsirian. sur- - 5.5018.S0: Hogs, receipts 36,000. Market slow, 5c lower; Light 5.55ft 6.25:
j geon and pharmaceutist of undoubted
standing and highest repute in- Europe.
Mixed 5.7o(?i(.37
ioto
Heavy
This remedy,
fi.Sa; RotiRh a.izrco.'.i:,; Good to choice;
5.30;
heavy 5.95'6.35;
Pigs 3.73
Bulk of sales 6.03'?' C.30; Sheep reXative "i.uOfj)
ceipts, market weak.
?.85; Western 2.73 3.00; Yearlings
3.705? 4.40; I.ambs, native 4.00 j 3.00;

Phone 36

:

Many social functions are in the'making for oui
ciety this w inter. Eetter be prepared, (iet the best.

VEGETABLES

Forbes' Quality
and Steel-C-

,00 to $5 5.00

'WW

POULTRY

Fresh-Dresse-

FRUITS

5

P.

Sausage,

Blue Point Oysters, Fish

MARKET REPORT

J

full-dre- ss

T

"

o

PREPARED 'BY
A PHYSICIAN.

It has been said that nothing makes a man reel
more like a "stuffed sausage "with the skin
suit or
pulled ti.?ht than the average
tuxedo. This IS really true of the AVERAGE full
dress or tuxedo but simply because the right
tailoring is not there. The ROYAL TAILORS are
Evening Clothes Makers supreme. Theyhae
mastered the art of making a formal garment
that is only formal in name, with all the stiffness and clammy feeling left out. A Royal Dress
Suit or Tuxedo drapes gracefully, easily over the
body lines, and gives the wearer a perfect " at
home" feeling. A handsome FULL DRESS or
TUXEDO with silk linings, from

Andrews' Store

The first aid to stomach troubles.
.
is cei-so- .
it uues not emimin hiij
roison and gives immediate relief
from stomach troubles, which are the
Why
principal cause of headache.
should you take poison in pills and
powder that ultimately cause more
settles stomach
trouble, while Cel-stroubles and is a delightful efferves10 and LTic at The Capicent drink.
tal Pharmacy.
The Capital Pharmacy will refund
the purchase price if it fails to do all
we claim. Is this fair?

Recommended by the Medical
Profession.

C01 MOT,

BROS

5EI L1GMAN

i

I

Parlor Market
and Grocery

Hair Dressing Massaging
Chiropody.
Ro m Over F.

That Makes You
Fee! Your Best

49 Main

Cor. Plaza.

LOPEZ-Shampooin-

FrOll

Phone

Plione 49 Main

NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
MRS R.

Full Line of Dress Trimmings
U

Southeast

Get an
Evening Suit

Bread, 25c

Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery.
FreshCreamPuf fs Wednesday & Saturday
Phone, 152 Red- AMAD0 GUTIERREZ. PRO?.

Feather Gocds

Milliner,

6 Loaves Fine

Daily.

all Fancy Wings and

Taber of Gloricta, is at the

Montezuma Hotel.
Nick Kronderis, a rancher of Wyo-- l
ming is at the Palace.
H. F. CoggeshaU of the Indian service, is here from Denver.
T. B. Ryan, a business man of Flag
staff, Arizona, is at the Coronado
Hotel.
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell, the well
known attorney and historian, is here
from Las Vegas.
Frank Springer of Las Vegas has
pone to Washington, D. C. and will
remain there for some time.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Miller, of Toledo,
Ohio, are visiting friends here. They j
are registered
at the Montezuma
'
Hotel.
Mrs. Max Xordhans left last nicht.
for a short time with relatives in San- ta Fe. Los Vegas Optic.
Las Vegas Optic.
Governor William .1. Mills returned
to Santa Fe this afternoon after coming to Las Vegas to cast his vote at
the polls in precinct 29. Las Vegas
Optic.
H. Chavez, special officer of the
Santa Fe. who. with his wife and two
children, has visited Aniceto Abeytia,
will leave tonight for his honie in
Richimond, California.
Herbert Clark, secretary of the state
reRepublican Central Committee,
turned to Santa Fe this afternoon,
after casting his vote this morning.
Las Vegas Optic.
Division
F. L.
Superintendent
Meyers of the Santa Fe and Colonel
R E. Twitchell of the Santa Fe. came
over from Las Vegas last evening in
Myer's car to hear the election

Asst. Cashier

1856.

a St. Louis salesman,!
i

BREAD AND CAKE

FRESH

FROM RIGELAR PRICE

Your Patronage Solicited

W. E. GRIFFIN,

PLAZA BAKERY

I'JISJSS

REDUCTION

PERSONAL MENTION

50,000 00

Doss a General Banking

1. B. lAUGHLIN,

PACE FIVE

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. M.
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FOLEY'S

with Croup and Whooping

Most effective

1

Caugii

10 15
9 49.

t'l'arron...

.T.vl

It stops the
cough by promptly healing the causs.

is quick and reliable.

CMTMS
0HCTH3H

9 32
J3 55
9

Foley's Honey andTar Compound

Vd fa

...

06

8 20
8 02
7 45

Arl a m
Oin'ftrroa
Nash
Harlftn
Ute Park, N. M...L.V

6
6
5
6

0RUS3

WomfloT
tH
n Younfj

Recommenced tor Coufns.
Colds ar.d the Various
Affection of the

ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Mrs. Frank Marti. 417 Church St., cays: "Foley's Hony and Tar
severe
Compound saved the life of our baby boy. He contracted
bronchial trouble and couRhcd violently and had soelis of couhinpr
and gagging and turned black in the face. I always had great faith
in Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and started fiivir.g it to the
child. In a short time he was relieved and finally the couch w3
entirely stopped and the coughing and gagging soelis ceased bothand
ering him. He got well in a short time, gaining in weignttimes
many
getting robust. Foley's Honey end Tar Compound has
saved us trouble and this with the wonderful cvire in baby's case
shows its great merit. We are never without Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound, We always keep it in the bouse,"

Throat, Chest
aijd Lungs.

35
27
17
00

pm

HO OPIITES.
titRMFUL

e
tot out

FOLEY

,p in

i

clear-sighte-

Contains no opiates. Is indispensable
in a family where there are children.

COMPOUND
tm:m aso w to: ucn

CHICAGO,

CO.
III.

&

TAKE MO SUBSTITUTE.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

in

i.

C. DE.DMAN,

Superintendent

VAN HOUTEN.
V. P. & G. M..

F, M. WILLIAM,
Q. P. Agent,

WEDNESDAY,

ahead read plain and clear as cut of
an open book. .
Of Lincoln and the South he said:
The duty he had been commissioned
to do was to save the Union. With an
overwhelming majority of the people
the institution of African slavery was
not an issue. In his homely, enlightening way, Lincoln declared that if
he could preserve the Union with
avery, he would do it, or, without
with
uo u. or,
slavery, he would
some free and others slaves, he would
do that.
The Proclamation of Emancipation was a war measure purely.
no Constitutional
He knew he had
warrant, and, true to his oath of ofice. he held it back as long as he
was his
cculd; but so
sense of justice, so empty his heart
of rancor, that he wished and sought
e qualify the rigor of the act, by
some measure of restitution, and so
prepared the Joint Resolution to be
by Congress appropriating
passed
four hundred million dollars for the
purpose, which still stands in his own

AND
GROWN PERSONS

Pi!

n

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

FOS CHILDREN
V

"

';

r

FOR ALL COUGHS AMD COLDS

00
60
30
15
05
45
25
55
30

i (lolfax with K. P. . S. W. lly, train both North and Soutb.U.?;
ijOonnects
at Preston X.I M.I
SStage for Vai Houtun N, M, inent.1
Stage leaves Uto Park. X, M., for Wz.ibethtown,, V. M., at 9:00 .1. m, dally excep'
aadays. Fare Ss uu one way $3.50 :oand trip: fifty pound baarKaso carried free.
O. A S. train leaves l)os MU:iei. N. M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. larrives from tb

th at

"

20

VtgH
Thompson
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B2
B45
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Cunningham
....Clifton House N.M..

70
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5
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8

4 15
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1
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RATON NEW MEXICO.

In eileet Sept, 1st
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FOIIYS

Company.
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j
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WATERS

REBOUND IN WHEAT
MARKET FOLLOWS DECLINE.

(Contined

ON LINCOLN.

From Page Three.)

It was Found
Rallied When
That Offerings were Slim.
jor Ben Perley Poore, a well known
Oats Were Slower.
newspaper correspondent of those
days, with their report of the InauguChicago, 111., Nov. o A retiound in ral ceremonies of the 4th of March,
the wheat market today followed a 1861.
The
President
heir sharp decline due to weak had arrived in
Washington ten days
were
cables.
First prices here
before to be exact the morning of
to lc down.
December started at 92 the 23rd of February.
It was Saturto lc and, then day.
a loss of
ti 92
That same afternoon he came
93c.
rose to 92
ito the Capitol escorted bv Mr. Spwai-r- i
Corn rallied when it was found that and being on the ftnnr nf th
offerings were slim. December open- I saw him for the first time, aiid was,
off to a like amount up indeed,
ed
presented to him."
and afterwards climbed to 62
He continued as follows: Early in
In the oat pit the course of prices
seemed to be swayed by corn. Decem- the morning of the 4th of March I dislower at 46 to covered thrust into the keyhole of my
to
ber started
bedroom a slip of paper which read:
4G
and ascended to 40
"For Inaugural Address see Colonel
commission
General
by
selling
houses carried provisions downward. V'ard H. Lamon." Who was "Colonel
to 10c cheaper, Ward H. Lamon?" I had never heard
First sales were 2
of him.
The city was crowded with
with May at 16.35 for Pork; 9.37
strangers. To find one of them was to
to 9.40 for lard, and 8.40 to S.42
i look for a needle in a
haystack. I went
for ribs.
directly to Willard's Hotel. As I pas-fethrough the long corridor of the
TEXAS WOOL GROWERS
ARE BEING AROUSED. second floor spliced with little dark
entreeways, to the apartments facing
cn
avenue, I thought I
Spectre of Free Trade Threatens S!"w Pennsylvania
through a half open door Mr.
Great Democratic State With
Lincoln himself pacing to and fro,
j
Disaster.
I
reading a manuscript.
Austin Texas, Nov. 8. The Texas
vl"c Bl'a'S". m.
ie was aione, ana
Sheen & Goat Raisers Association
as ne turned and met me, he extended
purposes fighting free wool and is 1'is
hand, called my name and said:
a
now
with
to
fund
raise
working
("What can I do for you?" I told him
and dilmma- him
Washington this winter represent the "?y,e bnef memorandum
"Why," said
tne
association in an effort to

Corn

SVCAN

GUARANTY

NOVEMBER 8, 1911.

The
PdDweir

behind
the doudh
9

d

The power behind the dough must be quick and positive in action
it must produce certain, satisfactory results and yet be pure
and wholesome. K C Baking Powder is the scientific
nrtalittps. ITundreds of thousands
nil tt,ocA
a pleas
6 of good housewives know that K C has made bake-da- y
s.iL-to trv K C Baftine
Powder at least once. Guaranteed pure under all pure food
laws. Your grocer will return your money if you are
not pleased. It will solve your bake-da- y
problems.

handwriting.
He was himself a Southern man. All
hi;, people were Southerners. "If slav
ery be not wrong," he said, "nothing
is wrong," echoing in this the opinion
of most of the Virginia gentlemen of
the Eighteenth
century and voicing
the sentiments of thousands of brave
men who wore the Confederate gray,
Not less than the North, therefore
has the South reason to canonize
Lincoln; for he was the one friend
we had at court aside from Grant
when friends were
and Sherman

.r,

rioc;,-?,!,-

How to get the Cook's Book Free
The KC Cook's Book, containing 90 tested,

recixs. sent free ufion
colored certificate packed in the 25 cent
can. Send it today.

easily-mad- e

receipt

of the

--

n.ost in need.
CM
If Lincoln had lived there would
Mfg.
have been no Era of Reconstruction,
with its mistaken theories, repressive
agencies and oppressive legislation. If
Lincoln had lived there would have
been wanting to the extremism of the tucky, dark and bloody ground of the
time the bloody cue of his taking oil savage, beloved home of all that we
ico, Arizona, Mexico asud te the Pacific Coast, via NEW
to mount the steeds and spur the hold generous and valiant in man
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thcocn
flanks of vengeance. For Lincoln en- graceful and lovely in woman, wheretertained, with respect to the rehabi- in when the battle was ended the war
litation of the Union, the single wish was over, and, once a Kentuckian althat the Southern states to use his ways a Kentuckian, the federal and
come the confederate were brothers again
homely phraseology "should
back home and behave themselves," lc:. us here, whether we call ourselves
and if he had lived he would have Democrats or Republicans, renew our
made this wish effectual as he made allegiance to the Constitution of the
OR
everything effectual to which he seri- Republic and the perpetuity of the
ously addressed himself. Poor, insane Union!
John Wilkes Booth! Was he, too, an
instrument in the hands of God to put
ROUTE
a still deeped damnation upon the
taking off of the Confederacy and to
yet lowet sink the Southern , people
Palace.
i u..
iiici,
in the abyss ot ainicnou aim Humilia
II.
H.
Chicago.
Kitchen,
had
Lincoln
spared
tion the living
George M. Nixon, Telluride, Colo.
rates sod full information address
us?
R. J. Frieland, Denver.
He spoke of Lincoln's teaching and
A Mennett, Las Vegas.
p. p. Agent,
example, and paid a glowing tribute
Nick Kronderis, Huntsville, Wyo.
ta President Taft, as follows:
Ei Paso Texas.
C. M. Flower, Denver.
Tragedy walks hand in hand with
George W. Hopkins, Denver.
History and the eyes of Glory are wet
C. S. Rimpert, St. Louis.
tears "W7ith malice toward
with
Overestimating It.
B. Spears, Albuquerque.
since
all"
for
with
charity
none,
"Mr.
G.
A.
worthy," said the chairHiggs
peacethe
are
City.
Pollock,
"Blessed
Christ said
man of the committee of arrangeGeorge W. Sears, City.
makers tor they shall be called the
ments for celebrating the Fourth, "we
W. F. Wilhite, City.
children of God," has heart of man,
shall need a lot of money for fireR. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
stirred to its depths by human exig
and I have come to you first
so
works,
sub
Macrid.
a
F.
P.
prevent
delivered
message
Hynd,
ency,
for a contribution." ,
Thomas Jones, Cerrillos.
passage of a free wool bill cr ciher Lemon is in the next room. I will lime?
Irresistably the mind recurs
an
citizen
"Well," the leading
laws that might affec the future of take
to him, and he will fix you to that other martyr of the ages.
swered, "I'll give a dollar as a start-er.- "
circumstance
It is all you
the
in
the wool growing industry.
alone
not
whom
Montezuma.
right." No sooner said than done,
pointed out that during the years and, supplied with the press copy of of obscure birth and tragic death, but
DC? A
Charles A. Siringo, City.
"As a ''starter!' Mr. Higgswofey,
1SSS to 1207, when wool and mohair
of simple living and childA
,
the
I gratefully in those
Erwin Tears, Denver.
Address,
that
isn't even a nudge!"
reso
Lincoln
were the free list, wool brought such and Inaugural took
closely
like faith,
gleefully
F. S. Rattle, Denver.
my leave.
Yon lowly cabin which is
a low pries that 51 per cent of the
sembled.
Two hours later I found myself in to
H. L. Ortiz, City.
VERY STUBBORN.
be officially dedicated on the mor-rcTexas wool growers were forced out
the Senate chamber, witnessing there
Edward Hesch, City.
man-- f
to
the
debe
likened
enormous
and
wpII
of
the
may
business,
USE THE
the oath of office administered to Vice
R.
E.
Marsh, Albuquerque.
ri- cf BcUilthera,
the boy that went
crease in lie number of
sheep President elect
A. Leopold, mres Piedras.
Hannibal Hamlin. tr.encc to a
destiny, to the
amounted to "3 per cent of the sheep
Thence I followed the cortege through Son o: God the Father Almighty of
Mr. and Mrs. F. Miller, Toledo, O.
stock of To;as during those years.
the long passage way and along the
J. C. Kauffman, Alamosa.
and of us all.
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rney ran siierfliy down the road
until it turned sharply in a little
glade. The white moon made it almost as light as day thus Patty saw
two figures in the middle of it Billy
Rayner safe pnd sound, supporting a
woman evidently
Atherley touched her arm, saying signifi-

I Moon-Blind-- 1
I
I

ness
By Martha

HcCulloch-William-

B
s

jj

T

Talks

cantly:
"I think we had better go back."
(Copyright, lfiii. by Associated Literary Press.)
Patty could grow no whiter, but
"Marplot! Have I got to tie you?" she turned upon him eyes that blazed.
Mrs. Velvin
demanded
gleefully,
flinging a length of ribbon about
arm. "No doubt you want to go
inside and talk to Patty. Content
Even me!
yourself, sir, with me!
Patty is a luxury. She wouldn't be
at all good for you. Not for your
career. And I have but just got her
and young Atherley well settled for
the evening. If he stays until 11, I
"
shall know he has proposed
"How shall you know it?" Rayner
interrupted, smiling, yet not quite
easily.
Mrs. Velvin laughed softly. "Patty
is a wise virgin," she said. "She never
sacrifices her beauty sleep for triflers.
O, no!" as she caught Rayner's look
of annoyance. "She won't accept him
not on three days' acquaintance
she will merely take hira under consideration.
Trust my child for that!
I have brought her up even more
beautifully than if she were my very
own."
"H'm! Are you six or two years
her elder?" Rayner demanded.
"As
Again Mrs. Velvin laughed.
though it mattered the least bit,"
she said. "By Bible count I am four
years ahead of my husband's near
daughter. Spiritually I'm four centuries but for me the child would
have grown absurdly sentimental."
"Then 1 wish she had had another stepmother," Rayner broke out.
Still I refuse to believe even you,
much as she loves you, can make her
cold and
mercenary,
calculating.
When she marries it will be a man,
"
not hi1! nraey
"Why not say a man and his
money?" Mrs. Velvin asked archly.
"You can't deny, jealous as you are,
that Atherley is a good sort."
"But not good enough for Patty
she she deserves the very best,"
Rayner began eagerly.
"Meaning yourself?" Mrs. Velvin interposed with a pretense of a yawn.
Then she got up and half dragged
Rayner out into a moonlit garden,
Ray-ner-

I

's

I am not spying," she said clearly,
then in higher key: "Billy what is
the trouble?"
"I don't aulte understand y et."
Rayner answered. "This lady," bow
ing to the drooping figure, "had lost
herself and came out of the woods
to ask the way. That scared Daredevil I got down from him though
and he ran off home. Perhaps you
can reassure the lady she she
seems to be upset."
"No only unhappy," the stranger
cried, suddenly uncovering her face.
"So unhappy I shall die unless vnn
tell me where to find him. You know
the man I love Steven Atherley."
"I have brought him to you,"
Patty
said, running forward and dragging
Aineriey.
The stranger flung up her hands-w- hite
hands, soft and heavily ringed.
"0 Steven! Steven! Forgive me!" she
moaned. "I I had to come. Remem.
ber I have not seen you since Paris.
And the minute I knew
"
"Please spare explanations, Mabel,"
Atherley said curtly," I suppose you
are staying with the Cudwins let "me
take you to them at once."
"Anywhere so you take me," the
woman sighed, drooping toward him.
He looked helplessly from her to
Patty and back again, then held out
his hands to Imprison both cf hers.
Something In Patty's steadfast gaze
had shamed him into manliness.
"I will explain," he said, his head
high. "Mabel Miss Gray I mean-- was
my good angel in Paris. Indeed
I think we should have got married
there but for a senseless quarrel.
Neither of us saw things quite
"

right

"I know you were moon-blinPeople get that way the same as horses,"
Patty interrupted with an eloquent
look at Rayner.
He took her hand openly and laid
his lips against it, saying
joyously,
"Happily it is only a temporary affliction; we come to clear vision after
a little while."
"Oh, do we?" Patty asked with her
vital with the
most superbly indifferent air.
of pinks.
He shook his head at her, but said
"Listen to the words of wisdom,")
she began. "I'm your friend in this
emphatically, "We do. In proof take
even more than Patty's. You are this."
And with that he kissed her full on
frightfully ambitious you have so
the mouth.
Remuch in you it is no wonder.
member Kipling, 'He travels fastest
who travels alone.' With Patty you'd WAS TOO VALUABLE TO LOSE
'be too happy you'd let go everycare for Good Reason for Proprietor's Indignathing but
nothing but to keep her in cottontion When His Proud Chef
wool, and give her jewels and rings
Was Insulted.
all
and
the fine things. Take my
word for it, you'll never be a great
It was at a seaside hotel, and as
man without the spur of unhappl-ress.-" three or four of us were
walking
along the beach at low tide and pick"Stop mocking!" Rayner said, hotly. ing up shells we came across a colShe went on as if he had not spok- ored man who was
walking with a
en. "As Patty's husband, you'd have cane and a strut and had the
bearing
five years of bliss absolute.
of a czar. He gave us no notice, but
Thea
you'd remember and regret You'd one of our crowd ventured to ask him:
see the men you know are your infe"Sir, do you own the earth?"
riors going ahead, each in his way
The man made no reply.
and you standing still. You'd be sour
"Excuse me, sir," continued the
and discontented.
And that would questioner, "but have the rest of us
make my girl miserable.
So let her your permission to live out the sumbe. I won't have her miserable.
She mer?"
.was made to be 'fed on the roses and
The czar never winked an eye in
laid in the lilies of life.'"
reply, but continued his parade, and
"I don't believe It. Anyway I shall we passed on and left him. When we
.ask her," Rayner said more hotly than returned to the hotel we were
joined
before. He stepped past Mrs. Velvin by the landlord, and he was asked if
and onto the piaaza they had quitted. he knew the colored man, and how
It gave through long French windows much of North America he
really
upon the dim-lparlor, where Atherley owned.
sat basking in Patty's presence. Ray"Good heavens, but you don't tell
ner peered at them, grinding his teeth. me that you have been
fun of
He had sought them full of a mad im- that man!" he exclaimedmaking
in reply.
pulse it died at sight of them seHe was told what had passed, and
curely conventional
Patty at the he held up his hands and almost
piano, striking a minor chord now and shouted:
then; Atherley telling sprightly tales
"You have ruined me! I shall have
of life in Paris.
to shut up the hotel within three
He had spent a year there, making
believe to study philosophy. He had days!"
"But why?" we all asked in chorus.
come away not much wiser than he
"Because that colored man is my
went still he had a certain air. chef. He allows me
as a personal
Further, his
gave him favor to run this hotel. He permits
a long advantage conversationally.
me to fill it with guests. He unbends
He had good eyes, and a certain
to allow me to hire other help.
knack of seeing the humorous side of enough
He will feel insulted at your remarks,
all things.
and give me warning that I must close
How could even a desperate lover
the
within three days. How
burst in upon such a pair and de- couldplace
you do such a thing, and you
mand that the girl take instant
my friends!"
choice?
Rayner had been courting
It seemed a hopeless case at first
for
six
months.
He
Patty steadfastly
sight, but after we had gone in a
had never got around to proposing
body to the chef and made our humby ill luck he had thought now he ble
and promised never to
began to realize it was by will of do soapologies
any more, he melted, and graciMrs. Velvin. Atherley was palpably
hit still he was not a declared suitor. ously permitted things to continue on.
Convention may shackle even burnHe Paid for It.
ing jealousy Rayner merely called a
Caddie I got that ball we lost this
gay good night through the window,
shot past it, mounted and galloped morning, sir got it from a small boy.
Golfer Good. Let's see er what
headlong away.
As the thudding hoofs grew fainter, did you give him for it?
Caddie A flip under the lug, sir.
Patty got up and walked to the win- Punch.
dow, straining her eyes through the
Sudmoonlight, yet seeing nothing.
Reform.
"I wish Billy
denly she shivered.
Knlcker What's the matter"
were not riding Daredevil tonight,"
Bocker My wife is trying to apply
she said. "He is gentle as a dog by
sets him the fixed post scheme to me.
daylight but moonshine
wild."
the Attraction.
met a merry married man
"O! I dare say his master can manWho
didn't
care to roam.
age him," Atherley returned. "They
"A watermelon fltae
tell me at the club he can manage HeIs said
on the ice at home."
anything, even women," laughing significantly after the last word. Then
Risky.
with a mock sigh, "You don't wonder
"Is the lunch room you patronize
I envy him a bit?"
well
lighted?"
"Why! How can you help It!" Pat"Yes."
ty cried with artless cruelty. "He is
"That's good."
so out of the common every way. He
"Why do you say, 'That's good'?"
manages horses and women by not
"Because I once heard of a fellow
being afraid of them. Both know they
can trust him unless they happen to who went Into a lunch room that was
rather dark and mistook a cockroach
"
be
for a lima bean."
"So you believe In
I thought that superstition had been
Change of Opinion.
thoroughly discredited," Atherley said
"It Is a woman's especial privilege
lightly.
Patty did not answer she was list- to change her mind."
There was a
"Perhaps," replied Miss Cayenne,
ening too intently.
break in the hoofbeats with wilder "but I haven't heard of any suffrathudding after it. Over her shoulder gettes who were demanding 'the reBhe cried to Atherley, "Daredevil is call.'"
running now come help me find
Billy."
8arcastlc Rejoinder.
"You think he has been thrown!"
"You have a little garden plot, I
Atherley panted, struggling after the see."
flying figure.
"Nothing of the sort This Is a
"I know It he would hold Darestrip of Sahara which I Improved fr
devil to the last," she answered, her the
of raislr,
express purngee
voice sharp with terror.
camels.."
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AID TO ADVERTISERS
By GEORGE S. BANTA.

The link that makes effective all
;eneral advertising, as. done by the
lational advertisers, lies in the hands
jf the retailers of this country. Advertising has given to the manutac-:ure- i
a grasp upon his market
in the times before adveriiB-.cvas known as it is today.
Still, the manufacturers, with the

unpre-:ederite- d
g

exception of a negligible few who
r
to
on a
basis, have only one way of getting
:o the consumer, and that is by the
shehes and counters of the retailers.
mall-orde-

of
the
advertising
ahich the advertiser does is prudently
limed at the cultivation of the retailer's good will, and to get him to
stock the advertiser's goods.
So, while the general advertiser
his brand, his name, or his
trademark In the public mind, he feels
that part of his ammunition must be
riven over to the retailer to carry out
md complete the circuit of the sale,
s

(t is exceptional

now for a manufacturer to adopt any other than a broad
ind liberal policy of dealing with the
retai er and especially Is this true In
the matter of advertising.
I believe that retailers
generally
ire flow to appreciate this fact. They
r
sften complain of
competition when they have in their own
lands the instruments with which to
tompletely overpower this competi-aon- .
mail-orde-

r
In the first place, your
house Is denied entrance to the advertising columns of the local newspar
houses
pers. Secondly, the
cannot sell
lines and
articles which bear a known name and
trademark, because the manufacturers,
in general, protect the retailer.
Bearing in mind these facts the retailer should plan his own campaign
of action.
Let him put his name behind the name of the nationally adverted products and jump into his
home paper. Some may object and
say that they do not propose to advertise ft.i article and establish a trade
for it, only to be placed at the mercy
Df the manufacturer.
But this argument is weak. Isolated cases where
mall-orde-

mail-orde-

d

the manufacturer has taken advantage
of the merchant are not to be compared with the uniform practice of the
former In assisting. In every way he
can, the efforts of the retailer.
The retailer gains prestige for his
store by connecting his name with an
article possessing national fame. He
Is furnished by the manufacturer with
valuable advertising matter for distriHe should see that every
bution.
piece of It Is faithfully distributed. He
Is given electros and advertising sugHe
gestions for newspaper use.
should make use of these. Further,
let him call upon the manufacturer's
advertising department for suggestions and help. He can. In this way,
adcommand the time of the best-pai- d
vertising men In the country.
This Is what we mean by
Link In Advertising."
It
canntot be realized without the retailers' participation and the "wise ones"
will catch on.
CAVE AN EXAMPLE

MAMMOTH

of

MIICT RC HI! IPUCn rklllfWi
AND WE RECOMMEND

the

tin Vi,)ri.l.v

"

Famous Kentucky

Resort Illustrates
Necessity of Keeping Before the
Public Constantly.

"The Mammoth

cave, Kentucky
many people today know anything about this wonder of nature?"
writes William C. Freeman.
"Yet, 60 years ago it was one of the
most popular resorts in the country,
and statistics show that it was visited by 30,000 people each year. Today
how

less than
that number visit
the cave.
"What has caused this falling off In
interest!
"Because Mammoth cave no longer
has an advertising man.
"In the olden days newspapers and
magazines devoted pages of description and illustration to the cave. As a
result of this publicity (which was
given free, by the way) thousands
thronged to the cave.
"When Mammoth cave dropped out
of the category of news (which was
when publications awakened to th
fact that their space had a standard
the free publicity
value) when
stopped, the cave was forgotten.
"Mammoth cave can be made just
as popular today as it ever was, if It
lells the people through paid publicity
what It has to offer, why they should
visit It how they can get there an
what the accommodations are.
"The public today spends practically ten times as much money for traveling as It did In the palmy days of the
Mammoth cave, and there is no reason
why this resort should not get Its
share of this money, but the only way
It can get it is to advertise for it
"I am indebted to three or my very
good friends in the advertising business for bringing these facts to my attention.
"It is another strong Illustration of
the absolute necessity of advertising
regularly end persistently, week in
and week out year In and year out.
"The successful advertiser Is he
who advertises all of he time."
one-tent- h

Cause of His Popularity.
"I can't see how he manages to
keep on persuading pretty women to
marry him."
"Oh, he always contrives to have
the details of his divorce trials suppressed."

V

and loT

HoReV

certify that there was fiU-- for
in this office at 1:1.. o clock n in...
on the Eighteenth day of October A.
I"!
nf
Iftll: Articles of
Minnesota Santa Fe Mining Company,!
Xtnnber filtr.fi. and also that I have
compared the following copy of the
same, with the original thereof now
on file, and declare it to be a coirect

AS AN

Three-fourth-

Nathan Jaffa, Secretary
Vo-l-

Hay Fever and Summer Golds

i

of Comparison.

Certificate
I,
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Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.

i

M.

j

wank
RENT-.rnitur-

Compound

e.

--

Six room ho:j:-e- ,
Lowltzk:.

kind-hearte- d

THE WASSEKMAN & NOOfCH'
TEST5. 5AI.VARSAN "606"

with

ADMINISTERED.

D. S.

j

or Quick and definite results.

Chemical and Microscopical

Ex-;.e-

:i

a ruinations of blood, sputum, urine
FURNISHED room, with licht,
For MEl SLES' COUGH, for the COUGH and bath for
This office.
land
gent.
Rastric contents. Directions
follows
that
SCARLET FEVER, for
for collecting specimens given or
CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, for
f
LOST Martin fur muff near
a.a. nnnltrntinn.
AS'I HMATIC CONDITIONS, or a coi'h
of whatever oritrin. including CHRONIC Reward if returned to New Mexie
Stale Nat. Bank Bid?., Albuquerque N M
transcript therefrom and of the COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
whole thereof.
house.
s
ri;nt- Napoleon's
Honey and Tar Compound
Given under my hand and the Great roley
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
south of Capitol,
a month. Apply)
'or sale bj all ijrrtsglsts.
Seal of the Territory of New Mex
to this office .
Dentist.
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
ico, at the City of Santa Ke, the' and Dollars.
Rooms 1. 2 and 3.
ARTICLE XL
FOR SALE iniio one and
Capital, on this Eighteenth day of
The Board of Directors way from
October, A. D. 1911.
Shropshire Rams, ell A. No. 1 rhone Red C.
NATHAN JAFFA
Office Hour? a. m to
time to time appoint from its number stock. C. K. Hartley.
p. m.
And by Appointment.
Secretary of New Mexico, an executive committee to act for and
i'i the name of its said Board of Difiy EDWIN F. COARI),
WANTED Number one cattle ranch
Assistant Secretary.
rectors.
in northern New Mexico. Must con(TERRITORIAL
SEAL)
ARTICLE XII.
trol large range, plenty water, hay
Articles of Incorporation of the Mirv
The Hoard of Directors is hereby etc. Box 293, Sterling, Colorado.
Fe
resota Santa
Mining Company. authorized and empowered to adopt
MASONIC.
W'c, the undersigned hereby agree
for the corporation, and to
WANTED Large tract of
Moattzurna
Lodge
upon and adopt the following Articles amend and alter the same from time land in northern New Mexico. cheap
Good
No. 1,
F. & A. M.
of Incorporation under the provisions to time.
Krass land, some timber, some smoothe
communi
Regular
of the Statutes of the Territoty of; Executed in duplicate.
land, plenty of water. Bottom price.
cutitn first Monday
New Mexico, towit:
Witness our hands and staid this Box 293,
Colorado.
Sterling,
of each month at
AR1ICLE I.
ji&th day of October. 1911.
Masonic - Hall
a
The name of this corporation shall
H. m. FARNAM
(SEAL)
TYPEWRITERS.
7.30.
be Minnesota Santa Fe Mining ComA. B. CRAYCRAFT (SEAL)
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev
H. H. DORMAN,
pany.
J. A. CARRUTH
(SEAL) platens furnished.
KibbonB and
Matter
ARTICLE II.
In presence of:
Typewriters sold, exchai.cei1 CHAS. E. LINNET. Secreta.-y- .
The location of its principal office
RUTH LAI'GHLIX.
and rented. Standard makeB hand'eii
shall be in No. 217 Johnson street,,
A. M. LEE SOX.
All repair work and typewritea gnat
Santa Fe Chapter No.
in the City of Santa Fe, Territory ot Territory of New Mexico,
Exanteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
1. R. A. M.
Regular
New Mexico, and other offices mayl
of
Fe.
ss.
Santa
County
Phone 231.
convocation
be. maintained by this corporation
second
by! On this 18th day of October, 1911 change.
Monday of each month
resolution of the Board of Directors, before me, personally appeared H. M.
Have you Hurnisheo Rooms to Rent?
at Masonic Hall at
and in which place Director's meet- - Farnam and A. B. Craycraft and J. A.
A little campaign Want advertising
7:30 p. m.
to
the
me
to
be
known
inss may be held.
periCarruth,
in the New Mexican will keep the inJOHN H. WALKER,
The name of the ager.t of said cor-- j sons described in and who executed come
from your furnished rooms from
H. P.
instrument and ack-o- f lapsinsr. The classified columns are;
poration, and who shall have charge the foregoing
said principal office in Santa Fe, nowledged that they executed
the always looked up closely and it will artuUR SELIGMAN Secretary.
and upon whom process against theisame as their free act and deed.
pay you well to use them.
Santa Fe Comn.ander
In Witness Whereof I have herecorporation may be served, is William
No. 1, K T. Regular
W. Ingersoll.
unto set my hand and affixed my officonclave
fourth MonARTICLE TIL
cial seal the day and year first above
day in each month at
Its general purposes shall be those written.
Maconic Hal) at 7:S8
of buying, owning selling and dealing
My commission will expire June 21
p. m.
in, and in leasing, working and opera- 1913.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
ting mines, mining lands and mining
ANNA M. LEESON.
w
W. E. GRIFFIN. Kecorder.
propertied, including the reduction,
Public.
Notary
PAUL A. F. WALTER
concentration and smelting of ores
Notary Public, Santa Fe County,
Santa Fe ixidge ot
Attorney-at-Laand minerals, and the transaction of
Mexico.
Territory of New
New Vexlca
Pcifection No. 1, 14th
Santa Fe,
all necessary and incidental business
Endorsed: No. 695C, Cor. Rec'd Vol.
degree. Ancient and Acconnected with said main purposes, 6,
131, Articles of Incorporation
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
cepted Scottish Rite of
and the purchase, acquisition and of Page
Minnesota Santa Fe Mining ComFree Masonry meets on
Law
Attorneys-.-- t
ownership of all real, mixed and per- pany. Filed in office of Secretary of
Practice in t je Distri t Court at the third Monday of each month
sonal property of every name
and New Mexico, Oct. 18, 1911; 1:15 p. m.
well as before the Supreme Court oi at 7:30 o'clock in the evening 1b
nature necessary , convenient or inNATHAN JAFFA,
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
the territory.
cidental thereto; and it is hereby emSecretary
Las Cruces,
New Mexico. Visiting fcotlsh Rite Masons are corto
execute due bills, notes Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
powered
dially invited to attend.
bends, and other evidence of indebted- (TERRITORY SEAL)
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
C. W. O. WAF.D
ness, and to secure the same by mort- Territory of New Mexico
Venerable Master.
Territorial District Attorn y
gages or trust deed upon its properOffice of the Secretary.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
For San Miguel and Mora Countiea
ties, or any part thereof.
Certificate of Comparison.
New Mexico.
ARTICLE IV.
Secretary.
I, N'.than Jaffa, Secretary cf the .as Vegas,
The amount of the total authorized
of New Mexico, do hereby
E. C.
Territory
capital stock of the corporation shall cerify that there was filed for roccril
B. P. O. E.
Aitorney-at-Labe One Million Dollars, divided into in this office at 1:15 o'clock p. m. cn
Santa Fe Lodge No.
Practice in the District and Suone million shares of the par value of the
66, B. P. O. E. holds
Eighteenth day of October, A D. preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
One Dollar each.
The Board of Diits regular session on
1911; Certificate of Stockholders' Non attention given to all business.
rectors is hereby empowered to sell
the second and fourth
Liability of Minnesota Santa Fe Min- Banta Fe,
New Mexico
issue, or exchange the shares of the ing Company, Number 6957, RtiJ
of each
Wednesday
capital stock of the company for the thr-- I have compared the folijvlng
month. Visiting brothG. W. PRICHARD
of
purchase price
any property, real, copy of the same, with the orlaina:
ers are inviteu and
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
mixed or personal, necessary or pro thereof now on file, and declare it to
welcome.
thin
all
District
Practice
Court'
per for its said business, and to issue be a correct transcript
therefrom and
CARL A. BISHOP.
given spaciai tttieiiban to cases
stock to any amount in payment and of the whole
thereof.
Exalted Ruler.
before the Territorial Supreme Court J. D. SENA,
therefor and the stock so issued shall
Secretary.
be issued full paid stock and not lia- Given under my hand and the Great Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa F N. M
Seal of the Territory of New Mex
ble to any further call, neither shall
at the City of Santa Fe, the
ico,
HARRY D. MOULTOH
the holder thereof be liable for any
Capital, on this Eighteenth day of
further payment therefor. The judgOctober. A. D. 1911.
ment of the Board of Directors thereNATHAN JAFFA,
Attorney-at-Lain as to the value of the property
of New Mexico
Secretary
purchased shall be final and conclu- By EDWIN F. COARD,
sive.
Independent Order of Beavers.
Assistant Secretary.
8anta Fe, N. M.
ARTICLE V.
Santa Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. heldf
The amount of capital stock with (TERRITORY SEAL)
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting!
which the corporation will commence Certificate of Stockholders'
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty first and third
Fe Mining
of
Minnesota
Santa
Friday. Visiting Brothbusiness shall not be less than two
ers are always welcome.
Company.
thousand dollars.
Chae. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
is to certify that the under
e
The names and
addresses This
EASLEY & EASLEY.
incorall
President
the
original
of the incorporators of this company, signed being
Attorneys at Law.
C. J. NMS,
and the number of shares subscribed porators who have filed the certificate
Practice in tb courts and befort,
of incorporation of the above named
Secretary.
for by each, are as follows,
Land Department
corporation.,
apsociatljig
thereby
H. M. Farnam, Minneapolis, Minn.,
Land
and
examined.
titles
grants
F. W. FARMER
themselves together under the pro1090 shares.
Estan-cia- ,
Homestead No.
of Section 23 of Chapter 79 SantA Fe, N. M., branch Office
A. B. Craycraft, Santa Fe, N. M.. visions
N. M.
enacted by the Thirty-sixtLegisla2879.
5 shares.
of New Mexico, approvBrotherhood
of
J. A. Carruth, Santa Fe, N. M., 5 tive Assembly
MCKEAN
&
CHEETHAM,
ed March 15, 1905, for and on behalf
American Yeomen
.
Attorneys-at-Lawshares,
ot themselves and all other stockMeets
Secon.
ARTICLE VI.
Practice in all the Courts and Bewho may become associated
and
Fourth Thurs
The period limited for the duration holders
fore
the
Interior
Department.
do
and
said
them
corporation,
of this corporation shall be fifty years with
days. Fireman's
New Mexico.
Taos,
shall be no
Hall. H. Foreman,
from the date of filing of the Articles herebj declare that there
on account of
A. E. P. Robinson,
of Incorporation thereof in the office stockholders liability
H. L. ORTIZ.
stock issued or to be issued by
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
of the Secretary of the Territory of any
counseiior-at-Laand
Attorney
and that all stock
the said
Farmer.
New Mexico.
Practicing before al) the courts o
holders of aaid corporation shall be
ARTICLE VII.
the
Territory.
exempt from all liabilities on account
Santa Fe Camp
New Mexicc
The government and management of any stock issued or to be Issued or Santa Fe
13514, M. W. A.
of all the affairs of said corporation held by them, exceot such liability
ineets second TuesPROBERT & COMPANY
shall be vested in a Board of three for the amount of the capital stock
day each month, se
Investments
in
named
the
been
have
to
and
certified
propfollowing
Directors,
paid
cial meeting tLlr4
commencepersons shall constitute and serve as erty or cash at the time of
Laids, Mines, Bonds & Stock i.
Tuesday at Elks
the first Board of Directors, and for ment of business.
Money Loaned for Investors
Hall. Visting celgh.
the following terms,
We hare for sale general stocks ot
W. W. Ingersoll has been named as
bors welcome.
corsaid
of
the
the
Lumber
Yard
Retail
Merchandise,
statutory agent
H. M. Farnum, for the period of five
'
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
years from its incorporation; A. B. poration, and the registered office is and other Busineus Opportunitiea ;CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Ciaycraft, for the period of four jears No. 217 Johnson Street, Santa Fe, throughout Tao-- i umnty.
from its incorporation; and J. A. Car- New Mexico.
Bank References Furnished
Santa Fe Camp No.
In Witness Whereof we, the said in Taos,
-- .'fSf1 ruth for a period of three years from
New Mexico.
KkT
'
6673, R. N. A. meets
its incorporation, and including the corporators, have hereunto set our
fourth Tue8day ot
first three months for all .of the di- hands and seals this ISth day of Ocmonth: so
rectors.
The provision of statute tober, A. D. 1911.
Kiry each
cial meeting third
H. M. FARNAM.
requiring the election of Directors by
DON
CASPAR
RESIDENCE,
A. B. CRAYCRAFT
Tuesday at Elks'.
Vacancies
ballot, is hereby waived.
AVE
HaU. VisiVlni
J. A. CARRUTH.
in the Board of Diiectors and In office
neighbors welcome
Phone, 21 6 Red
may be filled for unexpired terms by Territory of New Mexico,
NETTIE VICKROY.
County of Santa Fe. ss.
The Board
the Board of Directors.
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
On this 18th day of October, 1911,
Oracle,
of Directors may from time to time
Black
220
Phone,
FLORENCE RISING.
fix the compensation
to be paid by before me, personally appeared H. M.
Recorder.
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
the corporation to its officials, execu Farnam, A. B. Craycraft and J. A.
Carruth, to me known to be the pertive committee and agents.
sons described in and who executed
ARTICLE Vin.
the foregoing instrument, and ack
The annual meetings of the stock
executed the
nowledged that they
holders and at which Directors may same as their free act and deed.
AND
be elected subject to the foregoing
In Witness Whereof, I have herearticle, shall be held on the second unto set my hand and affixed my offMonday of January, beginning with icial seal the day and year first above
the year 1913, and at the principal written.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.QNow Under the Same Management.
office of the company in New Mexico.
My commission will expire Juae 21,
Notice therefor shall be given as pro- 1913.
s
of the company.
vided in the
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
ANNA M. LEESON,
Cumulative voting is hereby prohibit
Public, Santa Fe Co.,
Notary
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
ed.
Territory of New Mexico.
ARTICLE IX.
(NOTARIAL SEAL)
Large Sample Rooms.
,THOS. DORAN,
The officers of said corporation
Endorsed: No. 6957, Cor. Rec'd Vol
shall consist of a President,
6, Page 132, Certificate of Stockholdof Minnesota Santa
Secretary and Treasurer, ers'
dito he chosen as the
shall
Fe Mining Company, Filed in Office
rect, and who shall hold their offices of Secretary of New Mexico, Oct. 18,
until others are chosen and qualified 1911: 1:15 p. m.
in their stead. A Director may hold
NATHAN JAFFA.
any two of said offices, except those
Secretary
to- Compared C. F. K. to
of President and
J. O.

-

for

Fraternal Societies

s
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post-offlc-
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DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

lfW$i

THE PALACE

HOTELS

THE MONTEZUMA

Proprietor.

y

by-la-

Coronado Restaurant

Swatter.,
gether.
Orders run Day &
"He's one of the most
ARTICLE X.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. Short
men yon ever saw. He wouldn't even
The highest amc mf . t indebtedness
Your druggist will refund money If
Furnished rooms in connection.
hurt a fly."
:
which this PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
direct or con ting' nr..
"If hat's the case, we'd better
shall tu wty t.ne be sub case of Itching, Blind. Bleeding or 222 San Francisco Street
a mob and run him out oj corporation
ject, shall be T" HuOi ed Thous-- Protracting Piles In 6 to 14 days. 60o.
No

D.

Genitourinary Diseases.

1 111

V

FOR

W. Al. SHERIDAN, 31.

Night.

Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.
-

Electric Lights

Ll?E

HEKRERA,

Prop

LJW1 Jtl'JWir'ISljW.-,r-
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
GERMAN-MILLE- D

jlTHE

OL'LT B'JiifiO

I

Santa Ke, X. M., Nov. S.
Sew Mexico Generally
fair tonight and Thursday. .Not
F.'ir

answer to

2i

"k

every Bakirvg Problem.

It's

ton

and More Uniform
Made by LARABEES
GERMAN

X
V

Tha Krements one piece collar but- Zt: at Goebels.
Change of Ada Don't fail to look
of Empress;
(up change in our
r . Andrews.
j MRS
CLARIBEL GABLE
Marriage License. Probate
Clerk
j
IS LAID TO REST.
w.
v:uiSe
.rmi:o issued a marriage
license to .Maud A. Minner, aged 31, The Rev.
3. 2. McCullough Conducts
of Dresden
Ohio, and Frank Alonzo
Services at Residence.
impressive
Black, aged 31, of Dayton, Ohio.
Interment in Fairview.
Apples Order your winter apples
The funeral of Mrs. Claribel Gable
now, $2.50 per bhl (130 lbs.) Casner
who died Sunday night, tool; ulace
Ranch. Phone Black 33120.
at 10:30 o'clock this morning from
Fair Weather Predicted Generally her residence on
avenue.
fair tonight and tomorrow, says the Tbe services wereWashington
conducted by the
V. S. Weather Bureau.
The maxi- - Rev. B. Z. McCulloush, who pronounc-mr.m temperature yesterday was 44
a brief eulogy.
The Presbyterian
degrees and the minimum 27 degrees church choir sang several selections

Firver-Whit- er

Famous

S

much change in tempi rat u re.

V

WEDNESDAY,

Snowclouds were hanging low over
the mountains this morning.
Ladies change your mind about that
ready to wear suit, and get a MADE
TO MEASURE ONE, now of us. It
will cost no more. W. H. Gctbol Co.
Alamosa Coifple Wed Vrank Black
and Miss Maud Miner of Alamosa
Colorado, were married
here ibis
morning by the Rev. B. 7.. McCullough
lias'tor of the First Presbyterian
church at the Presbyterian Manse.
The couple will make their home in,
Alamosa,

OP.'S

"

nil. a J

M.

PROCESS.

ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.
A

F. ANDREWS,

Grocery, Bakery and Market,
Phone No. 4.
Santa Fe, N. M.

and the services were impressive.
There were many beautiful fior;l decorations, one of the wreaths having
Wen sent by the Elks. The
pall bearers, all Elks, were It. C. Garrett, Norma n L. King. A.

a

Renehan,

C.

M.

0

Creamer, F. E. Nuding and Dr. David
Knapp.
Interment was in
Cemetery and the funeral was largely
attended many carriages being seen
in the funeral cortege.
The Al
Undertaking
company was in charge of the funeral
arrangements.
Fail-vie-

IAKING P0W

for Supplies for New Mexico

Bi-l-

Greatest aid to home baking

Penitentiary.

Bids for supplies for the Xew Mexico Penitentiary for six months eru-inMay 31, 1912, will be opened and
awarded by the Board of Commissioners on Friday, December G, 1911;
all samples must be delivered to the
Superintendent's office, not later than
9 a. in. Friday, December
Slh, 19 11.
Specifications and proposal blanks
wiil be furnished on application t the
Superintendent, at Santa Fe, No.v
Mexico.
CLEOFES ROMEilO.

g

e

Makes the cake, biscuits and
oi superior flavor

hoi-brea-

Absolutely free fsrom alum and other

injurious substances.

GOVERNORSHIP OF NEW MEXICO HANGE IN BALANCE.

RECOMMEND TO YOU THE

GRUEN

JAMES

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son,
your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL PCCKET TIMEPIECE MADE

(Continued

C. McCONVERY,

Phone. Black 204.

::.::

415

paace Avenue.

We have them the regular sires and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an
s
variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
end-les-

It's the Watch for You."
NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try

OFFICIAL

tainair; Juan B. Sanchez, Mountain-air- ;
Maria de J. M. Medina
Moun-tainai-

NOTES

Dolores

8G9, a proportionate
lead which Ervien
seems to have
maintained and assures his election

by fully 5,000
received 1201

Mr.

ill

it.

!

Soltante,

Mountain-air- .

Miller Away.

Territorial Engineer C. D. Miller
Territorial Treasurer R. J. Palen
A. B. Stroup has received
majority.
the sum of $38 from has gone to Colfax county on road
votes and White 921 feme and
Fish Warden Thomas P. and irrigation matters.
a

also giving Stroup
sufficient lead to
make his election safe by a good majority if he maintains the same proportionate number of votes ahead of
the head of the ticket.
Judge Parker received 1209 votes;
Judge Roberts 119S; and Judge Wright
1194, while their
opponents R. H.
Hanna received 950: Summers Burk- hart 909. and W A nn'nn qi? Thca
is no longer any doubt of the Repub
licans having elected the Sunreme

Gable.

WARD'S

MARKET

HAYWARD'S

MARKET

Daw-sen-

nt

repair-departme-

One.)

BALFOUR RESIGNS LEADERSHIP
Mr. Beal Is Here.
OF THE OPPOSITION.
Mounted Policeman J. A. Beal arriv
ed last night from Albuquerque where (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, Nov. 8 A. J. Balfour has
he was stationed on election day.
resigned the leadership of the
Educators Coming.
Secretary R. F. Asplund of the New
Mexico Educational Association has
received word that Albuquerque will
92....Phone....92
send more than half of its city and
county teachers to the
convention
Court.
,
which opens here Xovember 15.
For the corporation commission in
Colfax
has written in for
uese twelve precincts George W. reservations county,
and Mr. Asplund will be
received 1214; Hugh Williams obliged to Santa Feans
who have
120S; M. S. Groves 1202; and their op- rcoms for rent if
they will send in
Owen
907;
ponents,
Martinez 911; their names to him.
Van Stone 92S.
J. D. Sena Is lit.
For ConereSS Genre rnrrv nanotv.
cd 1237 votes; Elfego Baca 11S7; their! Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
has been ill several days at his home
opponents, H. B. Fergusson 929, Pazi where he is
suffering with a severe
Valverde. S93.
cold contracted while campaigning.
For Judge, E. C. Abbott receives
Land Entries.
1234; E. S. Whitehead 8S9; for distThe
rict attorney, Alexander Read 1202; at the following are the land entries
Santa Fe land office: William
Christ 921.
E Roberts, East Las Vegas; Alice D.
92...Phone ..92
Let Him Know Jt It you are out o! Kerr, Watrous; John Bowman, Mouna.
position, you must let the employer
now it. A wart advertisement In the
Xew Mexican will reach every business and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the;
territory. If you have any special tal-- !
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.

IN THE WORLD

im SPITZ, TH E JEWELER

t rom race

1231 and Emerson

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

'

it-

ds

and tizaltltiulness.

Suv?riatemljnr.
W E

NOVEMBER 8, 1911.

() pjfi ()

i

Dealer in New snd

Second-ilan-

Furniture, Qaeensware, Tinware,
Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
Highest Cash Price Paid for
New and

I,;

Second-Han-

Second-Han-

d

i

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

Goods.

75c, $1.00 and $1.50 Per Dozen.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

PHONE 56 BLACK.

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.,

SANTA FE, N. M.

Cash or Easy Payments.

mi

ktS

Mi

Eoili

fills

laiLtf

Are You a Seller? An advertisement in the classified columns of tho
Kew
Mexican will
" vtu. kaq!
1'
,
"... nut
juu. , lv coiaiQ
; on 'he market
effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before the
Jeyes of all possible buyers.

ROSES AND CARNATIONS.
AH of the very

-:-

Clarendon Garden,

APPLES

-

best varieties.

AND PEARS

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Phcne Black 12.

!.'!

tLwk--

f

!sP Patioaie Hcime Merchants and cut out patonkiti the
I
:s
eastern m
They will do, nothing iot you
I

TT?

B

o

A

WW

t wira"
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UR Readymade Department is full up to its capacity. We have iust received
shipment of LADIES' NOBBY DRESSES, which we will sell vou cheaner than

Imi--o-

buy them East. They range from

ran

$X5

which you cannot buy elsewhere for less than a third more. We have a large stock of

Ladies' and Misses' Coats from $8.50 to $50
We have over 500 Ladies'
a
piece.

carry a large and complete
to your patronage.
.4

REMEMBER,

up-to-d- ate

that our Women's and Men's

f

i SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

Waists, which we are selling at a sacrifice price. We
stock, at very reasonable prices, and we are entitled

Ready-to-We-

ar

Departments are by far the LARGEST

IN THE CITY

I

,

